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The Sports section .
features the Murray
State cbeerleading
squad, which pumps
up the crowd at football and basketball

College Life section highlights
.the 24th annual Mr. MSU Pageant.
Paul Ditterline, senior from Henderson, won the competition.
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The hardwood maple floor of the two main basketball courts inside the gymnasium await final touches and the addition of basketball goals and other equipment.

Wellness center nears completion
Officials say facility
will open in January
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

The Student Recreation
and' Wellness Center's construction is on schedule,
and officials expect it will
open for student use in January.
Amid the construction
rubble and noise, the center
is nearly complete. Workers in hard bats are
involved in finishing the
basketball courts, pool area
and performing other fmal
tasks inside the center.
Pete Reyna, project manager, said the construction

should be fmisbed in
December, which will allow
a month to move in equipment and make final touches. Construction for the
project began in September
2003.
"There's always details
that have to be worked out
during the initial construction period, but we solved
those problems," Reyna
said. "We've been very fortunate."
The center includes several amenities, Reyna said,
such as a pool, a spa, three
basketball courts, two racquetball areas, a lounge, an
aerobics room, a track and

areas for cardiovascular
equipment
and
free
weights.
"It's a very nice wellness
center," he said. "It's well
laid out. There's nothing
equal to it on this side of
Kentuc~ with relation to
size and quallty."
After obtaining the funds
to build the center, officials
hired an architect and engineer, Reyna said. Officials
compiled drawings to show
all details of the center, and
the University advertised
for a bid from a construction
company.
D.W.
Wilburn
Construction
Company, which is managed out of Lexington, submitted the lowest bid and
received the project
Reyna said the project
stayed on schedule because
of the cooperation and ded-

Fraternity numbers increase
with 166 men accepting bids

ication of all workers. He
said the project came
together quickly.
"Once you get the floor,
the walls and the roof, you
have a facility," he said.
"You can actually look at it.
Before that, it's just drawings, but as an engineer, I'm
trained to look at drawings
and imagine the outcome,
so it wasn't a rea1Jy big surprise."
Students will enter the
wellness CCfl:ter through
turnstiles in the front after
swiping their Racercards
for identity verification,
Reyna said. A student
worker will watch security
cameras from a desk at the
entrance, he said.
Upon entering the center,
a cafe will be located on the

see BUILDING'S! 3

Planks Jay on the floor of what will become the third
basketball court in the wellness center. After laying
the planks, a hardwood floor will be placed on top.

Student dies in car accident
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Adam L. Mathis
Assistant News Editor
amathis@thenews.org

While the past few
years saw fraternity
recruitment
holding
steady at Murray State,
the numbers are up by
17 students- this year.
According to information provided by
Eric Geissler, Interfraternity Council president and senior from
Germantown, Tenn.,
166 men accepted bids
from the fraternities
during Rush.
Last fall, 149 were
accepted during Rush
Week.
"They (fraternities)
had a high participation
from the start (of
Rush)," said Jim Baurer,
IFC adviser. "A large
percentage of those
(who attended) were
eligible."
Baurer said approximately 17 percent of
undergraduate men at
Murray State are Dlembers of a fraternity.
Geissler said the
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numbers
increased
because IFC sent a letter to freshmen interested in fraternities, emailed all users on the
W ebmail system and
placed an announcement on RacerNet.

He also said the chapters will follow-up on
students who came to
Rush events but decided not to pledge at this
time.

see GREEKS/ 3

On her way to interpret Spanish for the
youth of Henry County Elementary School,
Miranda Pound was
killed in an automobile
accident
Tuesday
morning.
Miranda, a 21-yearold
senior
from
Buchanan, Tenn., volunteered at the school •
on Tuesdays and
Thursdays to help
Spanish-speaking students. Pound was an
elementary education
and Spanish double
major.
Tiffany
Pound,
Miranda's sister, said
even though she ·was
four years older than
Miranda, she and her
sister did everything
together.
"When we were
younger, she always
wanted to be just like
me, then as a teenager,
she didn't want to be
like her big sister anymore," she said. "Then
when she got older ... 1
was the one wanting

courtesy of Pound family

Miranda Pound
to be like her."
Pound said Miranda
prayed for those she
barely knew, and
mailed
cards
to
encouragt; people.
Though Pound and
her sister spent a lot of
time together, they
were different.
"I knew I never
wanted to be a
teacher, but that's
where her heart was,"
she said. "She wanted
more than anything
else to teach Spanish
to younger children."
When going through
Miranda's Bible, which
was in Spanish and
English, Pound said
she found a note written by her sister.

"She bad this little
sticky note in there,
and it was written in
Spanish," Pound said.
"I took some Spanish,
and when I translated
it, it said, 'I have the
love for the Spanish
speaking souls."'
Along with volunteer work, Miranda
was actively involved
in many aspects of her
church,
Calvary
Tabernacle
United
Pentecostal Church,
Pound said.
"She was
truly
unique," Pound said.
"She would lead the
way, and the rest of us
would follow, but she
did it in such a loving
way."
Becky
Bryson,
Miranda's aunt, said
she felt like a mother
to Miranda.
"She was funny and
very. very caring and
loving to everyone,"
she said. "She would
never talk bad about
anyone."
Miranda
played
school as a child,
Becky Bryson said.
"I would bring stuff
home from my school

and her mom would,
and that's what she
and my daughter
played," she said.
Bethany
Bryson,
Miranda's
cousin,
spent time playing as a
child with Miranda.
"To me she was my
cousin, but also my
best friend and my sister, but I know everyone considered her
their best friend,"
Bethany Bryson said.
Spending time with
family and friends was
very important to
Miranda, she said.
'We always used to
play blind man's bluff
in our grandparents'
basement," she said.
"We would get a handkerchief and
run
around and try to
guess who it was who
tagged us."
When
Bethany
Bryson needed advice,
she called Miranda.
"She was the type of
person that if l ever
had a problem, I could
call and she would
know exactly what to
say," she said. "I don't
know what I'm going
to do for advice now."
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Sept. 23

Michael Mclaurine/The News

Student s gather around televisions on the third floor of White College to
compete in the video game Halo.

Corrections
The following errors occurred in
the Sept. 17 publication:
Willlam Wiles was referred to as a
freshman on Page 2. He is n junior.
Sandra Flynn's name was misspelled on Page 10.
The following errors occurred in
the Sept. 24 publication:
Mark Galloway was referred to as
the director of International Studies
on Page 6. He is the international student adviser.
Owensboro was misspelled on Page
7.
Eric Geissler's name was misspelled
on Page 10.
The Murray State News regrets the
errors.

Speech, deb ate union
offers technique class
The Murray State Speech and
Debate Union will offer a workshop
on speech and debate techniques to
all students.
The workshop will be offered at 7
p.m. Monday. Nov.l and Nov. 29 and
at 8 p.m. Oct. 19 and Nov. 16 at 8 p.m.
For more information, phone Crys"
tal Coleman at 762-4467. ,
l'

I

WKMS holds biannual
fundraiser, requests aid
WKMS 91.3 is holding its biannual
fund-raiser from Oct. 14 to 23, and
volunteers are needed to answer the
phones. Volunteer shifts are available
each day.
. For more information, phone Angie
Kimbro at 762-4748 or e-mail
angic.kimbro@murraystate.edu.

AJcoholcontrolagent
speaks in Curris Center
The Student Government Association and the Coalition for Alcohol
Risk Education, are hosting a presentation by Sandra Watts, alcohol beverage control agent and education
branch manager for Alcoholic Beverage Control, titled "Party Smart.''
The presentation will be held at 7
p.m. Oct. 11 in the Curris Center Theater.
For more information, phone 7623809.

"

C:1mpus Briefly is compiled by Adam
L. Mathis, assistant news editor. If
you wo1,1ld like to submit information
forl Campus
Biiefly,
phone 762-4480.
1
,, ...

2:42 a.m. A caller from the
Curris Center reported a hot
smell in the mechanical room.
No smoke or fire was present.
Central Plant was advised.
9:03 a.m . A Murray State
employee reported laptops
missing from the Industry and
Technology Center. A report
was taken, and the incident is
under investigation.
10:36 a.m. Parking enforcement reported a reckless driver
in the residential college circle.
The subject was gone upon
officer's arrival.
12:20 a.m. A Murray State
employee from the Industry
and Technology Center reported a inissing thumb drive. A
report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.
11:06 p .m. A resident from
Springer College reported subjects east of the building, possibly drinking alcohol. An officer
investigated and the subjects,
three non-students over 21,
were told to leave campus.

Friday, Sept. 24
2:53 a.m. Objects were report·
ed being thrown from the fifth
floor balcony of Hart College,
and residents were being loud.
An officer investigated and
told students to return to their
room. A warning was issued,
and the incident was referred
to Housing.
8:31 p.m. A resident adviser
from Springer College reported a student's items were
stolen from the dryer. A report
was taken, and the incident is
under investigation.
10:31 p .m . Central Plant
advised it had repaired a gas
leak coming from a valve in the
Oakley Applied Science Building.

Saturday, Sept. 25
1:35 a .m . Maurine Crump, 24,
from Murray, was arrested in
the parking lot of Beshear Gym
•

l

for driving under the influence.
7:17 p .m. Disorderly conduct
was reported in the parking lot
of Roy Stewart Stadium. An
officer investigated and told
the subject to leave campus.
11:34 p .m. Public Safety
requested the Murray Police
Department to investigate a
group of students in the street
behind Public Safety, who
were blocking traffic.

Sunday, Sept. 26

Tuesday, Sept. 28
3:52p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a stolen purse. A
theft report was taken, and the
incident is under investigation.
7:19 p.m. Money was reported
stolen from a resident's room
in Elizabeth College. A report
was taken, and the incident is
under investigation.
9 :58 p .m. A caller from
Springer College reported a
male subject outside the building was making the residents
uncomfortable. An officer
investigated a vehicle which
was possibly involved in the
situation. Subject was not in
the vehicle or in the area.

4:19a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported loud noise.
Caller could not distinguish if
the sound came from outside
or inside the building. Caller
was advised to contact resident
adviser. An officer investigat- Wednesday, Sept. 1
ed, and the situation appeared 2:Sl p.m. A vehicle was reportnormal.
ed being driven on the side8:08 p .m. A caller from Col- walk near the new biology
lege Courts asked if Central building. The vehicle was
Plant could remove an opos- stopped by grounds crew. An
sum from beneath the stair- officer spoke with the driver,
well. Central Plant was noti- and a warning was issued.
fied.
5:18 p.m. The smell of smoke
was reported in the General
Services Building. Murray Fire
Monday, Sept. 27
Department was notified. No
9:05 a.m. A caller from the
smoke or fire detected. Smell
Industry and Technology Cencame from a lubricant.
ter reported a bicycle chained
10:05 p.m. Students were
at the main entrance for more
reported playing hide-and-seek
than two weeks. An officer
near the residential colleges.
investigated. The bike is not a
Housing did not grant permishazard to passerbys and will be
sion for the game and requestwatched for a few days.
ed an officer tell them to leave
9:43 a.m. A computer was
the area. Subjects were leaving
reported stolen from Wilson
area upon officer's arrivaL
Hall. A repor t was taken. and
the incident is under investigation.
Motorist assists - 4
11:06 a.m. Computer equipRacer
escorts • 9
ment was reported stole n from
Arrests - 1
the Blackburn Science Building. A report was taken, and
the incident is under investigaPolice Beat is compiled by
tion.
2:44 p.m. A caller reported a Adam L. Mathis, assistant news
dog in a vehicle in the Curris editor, with materials provided
Center parking lot. The dog by Public Safety. All dishad been in the vehicle since patched calls are not listed. For
noon. The Curris Center staff a complete listing, visit
was asked to locate the owner. www.thenews.org.
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Greeks emphasize values,
brotherhood, not numbers
From Page 1

photo!> by Erin Gilles!The News

The gymnasium is located on the first floor of the wellness center, and the indoor track overlooks it.

Building's amenities allOw more programs
An indoor track wraps
around the upstairs area.
right, which is positioned to which wiJl have athletic
view the pool area. The rubber flooring, Reyna said.
cafe will be managed by Seven laps around the track
Food Services, Reyna said.
constitute a mile.
The pool is set in its own
"People exercising will be
enclosure and is surround- able to look down at the
ed by windows. It can be floor or watch the televiaccessed directly from the sions we'll have banging
locker rooms. Separate up," he said. "People runareas are provided for ning will have a good view
leisurely swim and laps.
of the cafe area and also the
Three basketball courts pool and basketball areas."
compose a large portion of
Set off from the courts
the center's first floor. with downstairs will be a multitwo racquetball arenas to purpose and aerobics room,
the side. Two of the courts which can be utilized for a
have floors laid, while the variety of purposes.
other is waiting to be set.
Steve Calhoon, contractAll basketball floors are ing superintendent, said he
made of maple wood and is supervising all contracwill be fmished closer to tors working on the project.
the opening, Reyna said.
He said the project proIn
compliance with gressed at a good pace.
accessibility requirements,
"Working at Murray State
Reyna said several provi- is good because I'm from
sions were made. A handi- Murray. so I take pride in
capped ramp allows easy that part," Calhoon said.
'
access to the courts, and an "It's a special thing to me
elevator is available to go to because my kids will proba~
the second floor.
bly go here too."
Located near the stairs on
Jim Baurer, Curris Center
the second floor is an emer- director, said a variety of
gency button, which can be activities may be held at the
utilized in case of fire.
center, including intramur"The person in a wheel- al basketball.
chair could go to that place
Baurer said the courts
and push the button," could be used during the
Reyna said. "Then the fire- summer for camps.
man will know where to go
"We'll never have all
to save the individual."
courts tied up for intramuFree weights will be rals at once, or any other
downstairs across from the event," he said. "Priority
courts, while cardiovascu- will always be for free
lar equipment will be on play."
both sides of the upstairs
The center will have towarea, and television sets els available for swimming,
will also be hanging near Baurer said. Basketballs,
~e equipment, he said.
racquetball
volleyballs,

From Pagel
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Geissler said he is seeing a
decline in Greek numbers,
and attributes it to the negative
press
fraternities
receive.
He said it creates an association between Greek organizations and inappropriate
events.
"That's ... the mentality
that a lot of people have
about fraternities," Geissler
said.
Numbers at the national
level, however, have been
increasing for the past two
years, said John Williams,
executive vice president of
the National Interfraternity
Council.
While the numbers have
increased by approximately
2 percent each year since
1999. Williams said they are
not focusing on numbers.
"Your goal is to have an ..
outstanding brotherhood,

Student organization encourages
voter registration, participation
Marianne Stonefield
Contributing Writer

Cardiovascular equipment will be placed on this side
of the second floor track, with TVs mounted nearby.
equipment and other workout necessities can be
checked out at the counter
by visitors.
Saurer said the center
hours will be from 6 a.m. to
11 p.m. seven days a week. It
will remain open during
school breaks.
The multipurpose room,
Baurer said, will live up to
1
its name.
"We wanted to have an
area that could be used for
a wide variety of classes
and hold meetings in, so we
designed a general room,"
he said.
Corky Broughton, chair
of the department of wellness and therapeutic sciences, said his department
will be responsible for
implementing several programs at the center.
Some programs being discussed include aerobics
classes, aquatic aerobic
classes, nutrition testing,
basic health assessments
and injury prevention
workshops, he said.

''Athletic trainers will
come in and do assessments on faculty and students and will decide what
they need to do to take care
of their injuries." he said.
"Exercise science students
will also work with personal trainer groups."
To evaluate what programs are desired by users
of the facility, Broughton
said, a committee comprised of students, faculty
and staff will make suggestions.
'We want to get a sense
of what students want for
programs and implement it
slowly to make sure everything is utilized," he said.
"I'm really open to new
ideas, and I would solicit
for anybody to contact me
with ideas."

For additional photographs of the new wellness center, visit www.thenews.org. Pictures of the
facility's interior and exterior will be available in a
slideshow.

The Students for Social
Justice will host an awareness fair and voter registration drive today and Saturday in the Beshear Gym.
Jessica Jones and Nathan
Brandon, coordinators for
SSJ, are looking forward to
holding the fair in the
Beshear
Gym,
better
known as the Old Boy
Scout Museum.
Jones. senior from Murray, said the event will
include exhibits set up by
groups from on and off
campus.
The SSJ is primarily
focused on registering people to vote for the presidential election in November.
Jones said they will have
information on absentee
ballots.
"In the last presidential
election, 11 million people
(our age) voted, and IS million didn't," she said. "Most
students say 'my vote doesn't count. • J want to help
students and people in the
community know why they
should be active and use
their voice."
Brandon, freshman from
Murray, said the younger
vote is being appealed to
because of the world state.
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"I want people to realize
that being a democracy is
not just going to the polls, it
is important to stay
informed on all levels," he
said.
In addition to exhibits,
there will be food from
local eateries, live music
from
several
genres,
speeches, debates and
panel discussions by faculty and students. Speech and
debate topics include political correctness, the importance of art in society and
voting rights.
Brandon is looking forward to receiving information from discussions and
debates.
"Students look up to professors," Brandon said.
"Information from professors outside of class will
have more of an affect. The
debates will involve heavy
opinions, and an educated
opinion would be beneficial."
The SSJ will continue to
work beyond this weekend's awareness fair and
voter registration drive.
Following the fair, Brandon said it will post informative fliers on the presidential candidates and are
hoping to write a weekly
newsletter that will reach a
larger audience.
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regardless of the numbers,"
Williamson said...Size does
not define the value of that
fraternity experience."
Baurer said the fact that
new fraternities are forming
on campus, usually indicates a need.
"When you have new
groups trying to organize
fraternities, that usually
means that there is some
need that is trying to be met
in some form or fashion,"
Baurer said.
Some fraternities at Murray State, Geissler said, are
also looking for particular
traits.
"Some are more selective
in what they're (fraternities)
looking for," Geissler said.
While most fraternities
accept a relatively large
number, some fraternities,
like Alpha Gamma Rho. will
only accept men who major
in specific areas.

STUDENT

AMENDMENT

GENERATING
PLANT OPERATOR

KENTUCKY'S MARRIAGE A MENDMENT IS TOO
EXTREME, AND NOBODY NEEDS ITI
MSU ALLIANCE

Excellent opportunity for an Assistant Unit Operator trainee to
join the nation's largest puOUc power produCer, the Tennessee
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Sunday Schedule
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9:45 a.m. Bible Study
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Eli7.<Ibeth Cawcin
Phone: 762-4468

Late-night dining needs unmet
WHAT Do You

O UR VIEW:

hAN Irs
Are you satisfied with the
variety of entertainment
acts on campus?

PAsl

8:00?--

Issue:
THIS SEMESTER
BROUGHT
ANOTHER CUT
TO THE HOURS
OF OPERATION
OF FAST

"Yes. but the
students should
partictpate more.''

TRACK, THE
CONVENIENCE
STORE
LOCATED NEXT

Brandon Brady

TO WINSLOW

Junior, Franklin

\

DINING HALL.

"Yes, ifs worth
staying on the
weekend for:•

Position:
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
RARELY HAVE
SCHEDULES
THAT ALLOW
THEM TO EAT
AT REGULAR
TIMES. THEY

"Yes. there arc
many things to
go to on a variety
of toptcs.'"

NEED THE
CONVENIENCE
OF LATE
HOURS AT
FAST TRACK
;;.T O ALLOW

MepnArp

THEM TO GET

freshman. Msyf1eJd

FOOD AFTER
PRACTICES,
MEETINGS,
WORK AND
NIGHT

•'Yes, I'm
satisfied. because
with the variety
they bring it

CLASSES.

accommodates
most people on

campus:·

The staffeditorial is the majoriopinion ofthe editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.

ty

College students' schedules
are rarely regular. Night classes
and practices don't often allow
for a nightly dinner at 5 or 6,
and other meals are sporadic
and on-the-go.
When the clock strikes 9 p.m.
many students are released
from evening classes, meetings
and other engagements, hungry and looking for a form of
sustenance. Since Winslow
Dining Hall closes at 8 p.m.,
students used to go to Fast
Track for soup, sandwiches,
chips and other quick eating
options.
However, the new hours for

the Fast Track convenience
store dictate its closing at 9
p.m., and these hungry students are out of luck when it
comes to on-campus dining.
After budget cuts last semester, Fast Track's hours were
abbreviated to a 10 p.m. closing
from its originalll p.m. closing
time. The facility stopped
accepting meal plans at 9 p.m.
Now with the hours shortened
even more, Fast Track will not
accept meal plans after 8 p.m.,
which means its doors close to
many students at 8 p.m.
The reason for the shortened
hours is an issue of cutting corners to save money, but it takes
away a great deal of convenience for students.
Perhaps the University could
look into cutting food service
costs in other ways. Fast Track

remains well-stocked with a
variety of items, but some of
these items will likely. go
unpurchased. If student consumers were allowed to complete a survey indicating what
types of foods they would like
to see carried in Fast Track, the
store could be stocked with the
most popular items, which
would lead to a higher volume
of purchases.
Additionally, the University
could consider the installation
of a fountain drink machine in
Fast Track, which would bring
in a considerable amount of
profit per drink sold.
Other solutions exist for lowering costs. Students are paying a great deal of money for
meal plans each semester. Is it
so unreasonable to ask to be
able to eat after 9 p.m.?

Local politics equally as important as natiOnal
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In presidential election
years, when the public is
bombarded with campaign
advertising, and news coverage focuses on the race
for the White House, it is
easy for Americans to focus
solely on national politics.
However, when we enter
the voting booth in November, Sen. John Kerry and
President George W. Bush
will not be the only contestants vying for office. Equally important are the races
by local candidates. It
would be unfortunate for
citizens to cast uninformed
votes for these offices.
It can be difficult for students to find time to
research local candidates.
For this reason, I would like
to introduce one of these
aspirants. Melvin B. Henley,
whom I have researched
and know personally, is running for State Representative on this district's Republican ticket.

Henley is a Calloway
County native who lives in
Murray. He serves on the
Kentucky Economic Development Finance Authority
and is chair of the MurrayCallaway Economic Development Board. He has spent
the past 50 years building a
resume that includes many
qualifications and abilities
that distinguish him from
his political opponents.
Henley strongly supports
higher education. Indeed, he
has spent many years of his
life in the educational arena.
He received a bachelor of
science from ' Murray State
in chemistry, mathematics
and physics and a doctorate
in chemistry and physics
from the University of Mississippi. Later, he received
an M.B.A. in Finance here at
Murray State. Henley knows
all too well the struggles
teachers face daily; he
taught Chemistry at the
University of Mississippi,

Memphis State, the University of Cincinnati and Murray State. Henley's commitment to higher education is
so great he has pledged as
representative to donate his
entire salary to a Muriay
State scholarship fund.
Henley's
expertise
extends beyond education.
He has served as Murray's
mayor and has played a key
role in the economic development of this district.
When Mattei made its exit,
many people in the community panicked. Henley
viewed the event as an
opportunity to diversify the
manufacturing
district's
industry. He took the initiative to hire an economic
development adviser who
worked closely with Henley
to reshape the industrial
structure of the community.
In the last few years, the
Murray-Calloway County
Economic
Development
Committee, which Henley

Joe Hedges
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community'S source for information.
Our goal is to present that Information in a
lair and unbiased manner and also provide a
tree and open forum lor expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
leamtng environment for those students inter·
ested In journalism or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, Its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication
of Murray State University. The first copy of
"The Murray State News" is free. Additional
copies are available lor 25 cents at 111 Wll·
son Hall.

Daniel Heath is a junior economics major from Calhoun.

See next week's Opinion section for a piece about incumbent State Rep. RObert "Buddy" Buckingham.

Advertising Manager • 762-4478
Adviser • 762·2998

leads,
has
drastically
improved Calloway's econ·
omy. Now, industry is
stronger than ever before
with the establishment of
Rudolph Tire, Pella and
Webasto. Job projections
for the end of 2004 also
indicate the area has gained
more jobs in the past few
years than were lost when
Mattei closed.
Henley is a dedicated public servant who is well prepared to stimulate development in this region and the
entire state. He has demonstrated his leadership skills
in difficult times by turning
what appeared to be devastating blows to the community's economy into net
gains.
It is crucial students intelligently cast every vote this
November - not just the
presidential vote.

•Your Opi11iot1
· cosponsored by 14 Democrats spring of 2005 ... "
no Republicans!
However, no such bill exists.
There are two bills before the
Considering the bills are
House and Senate to reinstate democratic creations, you
To the Editor:
the draft, but neither of them would think the president of the
mentions the outcome of the Murray State College DemocI would like to point out the election as a determining factor, rats would have known these
blatant lie printed in the Opin- which means Bush being elected facts - maybe, being an English
major, she is more interested in
ion section of The Murray State has nothing to do with them.
Interestingly, one bill is spon- fiction.
News on Friday.
In Guier Millikan's article, she sored by a Democratic senator
claims, "(A current) bill states if with no cosponsors, while the Phillip Wright
Bush is reelected, the draft other bill is sponsored by a junior
could be initiated as early as the Democratic representative and Mayfield

Commentary wrong
about Bush draft bill
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Responsibility questionable in crimes
I was recently thinking

In My
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Jan e
· Etheridge
"WHAT
CAUS~S RAPE?

WHO IS
TO BLAME?

FAR TOO

OFTEN,
MOST OF THE
RESPONSIBILITY
IS PLACED

ON 1HE
VICTIM."
l

1

I

about responsibility.
I'd just spoken to my son,
who lives in Atlanta and
called to say he was without
power and going to
Knoxville, Tenn., for the
weekend. He said be purposely didn't consider moving to Florida because of the
potential for hurricanes, but
never dreamed he'd have to
be concerned about such
weather in Atlanta. He
reminded me of the stories
of hurricane victims I had
heard in the past weeks.
'lben, out of nowhere, my
thoughts reverted to last
winter. A friend caUed in
January to tell me about an
incident involving her
neighbors. The wife went to
pick up a prescription for
her sick husband. It was
near the pharmacy's closing
time and the lot was empty.
Since the temperature was
near zero and she was sick
herself, she left the engine
running and hurried in. She
was gone less than five minutes. When she returned,
her car was gone. She immediately called the police.
My friend related the conversation between the offi-

cers and her neighbor.
While one officer got the
details of the incident as
weU as a description of the
car, the other asked questions in an accusatory manner, implying the woman
was responsible for what
happened. Leaving her car
unattended with the engine
running and doors unlocked
made him wonder whether
she wanted to be rid of her
car. Judging from the officer's questions, my friend
surmised he was hesitant to
take the robbery seriously.
Had a crime actually taken
place or was it just a simple
misunderstanding?
While I would agree her
actions were far from wise,
a crime was coQliilitted.
My thoughts returned to
the hurricane victims' stories. There has been an outpouring of support for these
people. But did someone
make them live in Florida or
· did they choose to, knowing
the likelihood of being hit
by a hurricane? If only they
thought more about potential risks and chose to honor
their safety above all else.
Shouldn't the individuals
who choose to live in high-

risk areas be responsible for
their suffering?
All my thoughts regarding
responsibility led to discussions about sexual assault
and rape. What causes rape?
Who is to blame? Far too
often, most of the responsibility is placed on the victim. Listening to reports
about the Kobe Bryant case
was difficult. Repeatedly, I
h eard people ask, "What did
she expect when she went
to his room? She should
have known what was going
to happen." I have a confession to make. I could have
been that young woman.
Pretend you don't know
the outcome of the story.
Think seriously about having a conversation with a
celebrity, someone everyone recognizes and would
love to know. This person
seems genuinely interested
in talking to you, and invites
you to come to his room.
You know he's married, his
wife recently had a baby and
he's a star who wouldn't risk
tarnishing his reputation.
Would you respond to the
invitation like many say the
alleged victim should have?
"I'm sorry, but I don't know

you and it might not be wise
for me to come with you.
Thanks for the invitation."
Be honest with yourself.
Would you have turned
down the invitation or
accepted? Do you think
most invitations to engage
in intercourse are direct?
"Hey, let's go up to my room
and have sex."
What troubles me about
these incidents relates to
the inconsistency in how we
view sexual assault versus
any other crime or disaster.
While we rarely place
blame on victims of robbery
or natural disaster, the exact
opposite is true for victims
of sexual assault and rape,
especially when it involves
two people who know each
other. I urge you to think
about this inconsistency and
work toward resolution.
A step toward this awareness is attending the W omen's Center's Take Back the
Night program, the culmination of BE SAFE week, at
5:30 p.m. Monday on the
steps of Lovett Auditorium.

Jane Etheridge is the director
ofthe Murray State Women's
Center.
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New party regulations imposed by University
· InMy
Opinion

Eric
Geissler
" .. :l'HE
UNIVERSITY
IMPOSED
TIIESE

RULES ON
FRATERNITIES
WITHOUT
DISCUSSING

THEM WITH

THE

IFC.''

The staff editorial of two
weeks ago. "New IFC party
rules necessary," needs
some clarification.
First of all, I would like to
clarify the source of these
rules. The editorial mistakenly reported the rules were
implemented by the Interfraternity Council, "under
the guidance of University
officials." The truth is the
University imposed these
rules on fraternities without
discussing them with the
IFC. As IFC president, I didn't even hear about the rules
until the first week of class
when a member of another
fraternity approached me to
express his displeasure with
the policies.
I completely agree the fire
codes will make fraternity
parties safer for students,
and the members of the IFC
have no problem abiding by
the fire regulations. In fact,
most fraternities already
take safety measures that

exceed the new regulations. only about one-fourth its adjusted, fraternity parties,
However, the policies capacity.
which offer a controlled
imposed on us by the UniIn the editorial, it was environment with monitors,
versity have little to do with noted that "all campus designated drivers and risk
fire regulations. Instead, buildings are required to be management plans, will be
they focus on downsizing inspected for flre safety, and in serious jeopardy. If fraour parties to an unreason- the University must adhere ternity parties diminish, stuably low level.
to the rules of maximum dent party-goers will likely
The new policy states the occupancy."
However, host uncontrolled parties at
guest list may not exceed when Murray State hosts a off-campus sites every
the fire marshal occupancy public event at Lovett Audi- weekend, like the infamous
rating for the facility, i.e. the torium, do they limit the one at the Cambridge apartparty room or basement.
number of invitees to the ments at the beginning of
As I stated in a Sept. 10 occupancy rating for the the semester. On the other
article written by Adam b uilding? No, they allow hand, if there are no parties
Mathis, "This is college. anyone to enter the event on the weekend, many stuMost students do not know until that nu mber is dents will go home on the
what they are going to do reached. It would also be weekends because they feel
until about 11 that night. absurd for them to include there is nothing fun to do
Therefore, only about half everyone standing outside here, which would reconfirm Murray State's status as
of the people on a given in the Quad in this limit.
guest list will even show up.
I know this is a different a suitcase college. Neither
Moreover, only about half situation than fraternity of these scenarios would be
of the people that do show parties, but the logic is the good for the University or
up will be in the party room same. T he maximum occu- Greek organizations.
itself. as a majority of the pancy should be based on
guests like to stay outside the number of people at the Eric Geissler is the president
and talk."
event, not the number of of the Interfraternity Council
Therefore, at any given people invited to the prop- and a senior math major
party, the facility will reach erty. If these policies are not from Germantown, Tenn.

Women: 'no way'
to life on the skids
In an unnamed residential college with community bathrooms, signs were
spotted in a women's
restroom concerning the
presence of unsightly gifts
left on toilet seats.
Apparently "skid marks"
,
S as the creator of the sign
has called them, are a prob·
1•• • Iem for the women On this
floor, so much so it was
necessary to create such
signs of warning.
In carefully written

Straight
from
th e
horse
OU(I

marker, in a variety of colors, the sign reads: "Please
check for and Temove all
skid marks (a.k.a. poop)
from toilet.'' In addition to
the message t here Is a small
illustration, in case you
were still unclear on the
directions.

Battle of the sexes
looks for fairer sex
Regents College held a
battle of the sexes on
Wednesday in the neverendi.Dg quest to determine
the fairer sex. Perhaps the

Only voters
have right
to complain
My eldest brother divulged his
plans to me for nonparticipation in the
upcoming presidential el<:'ction.
This revelation was a hit much for
me to swallow as a newly-registered
voter ready to cast a vote in my first
presidential election. When you add
to my new-voter excitement the great
amount of respect I
have for my brother
and his intelligence,
you can understand
why I was slightly
aghast.
So what is his rea·
soning for abstaining? Both candidates
are faulted, he told
me, and he refuses
to pick his poison.
Though I agree
neither candidate is Elizabeth
perfect, I see this as . Cawein
no reason to remove
oneself from the electoral process.
Show me an election year with a candidate whose foreign and domestic
policies, moral character and permanent record were unshakable and pris·
tine, then you ntight have an argument. Until then, however, all we can
do as voters is choose the candidate
we believe would better lead our.
nation, even if the margin is small.
This election is no different. In fact,
it is a closely contested race in which
the margin between the candidates is
small for many voters. Additionally,
the issues surrounding the race are far
from unrelatable. The economy has
seen better days, our friends, family
members and peers arc dying in Iraq
and laws of morality arc in the public
forum more than ever before.
Regardless of who you believe is the
best man for the job, it is imperative
that you vote. While J am disappointed in my brother for his individual
choice, his stance concerns me more
as it r elates to our demographic
nationwide. How many 18- to 24-yearolds have this mind-set? How many
will choose not to vote in the election?
When I was growing up, I hated
lima beans with a burning, hissy fitthrowing passion. I hated brussels
sprouts with the same vehemence. If I
were given a choice as to which one I
would rather eat, you can rest assured
no abstentions would be allowed.
Some type of green vegetable would
be eaten. I would likely choose lima
beans, the veggie that made me gag
the least by a slight margin.
If I was capable of coming to a decision on two less-than-perfect options
as a 5-year-old. an 18-ycar·old who
constantly fights to be considered an
adult should have no trouble at all
with the same task.
Whether you like it or not, one of
these men will be our president. It is
your responsibility to stay informed,
make a decision and cast a vote.
Four years ago, we witnessed the
counting and recounting of votes in
Florida and the disputes of electoral
versus popular votes in the presidential race between AI Gore and President George W. Bush. If those rollercoaster months of uncertainty did not
prove the value of each vote, I don't
know what will.
The national deadline to register to
vote is Monday. Go by the Student
Government Association Office to
register in Calloway County. And
remember- if you don't vote, you forfeit your right to complain.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

answer to the <westion of Racer PoD falls
superiority t ruly lies in
whether a male or female just shy of Gallop
Who will you be voting
created the signs for the
e vent, which r ead: "Who's for in the presidential election~ You might
ha ve
sex Is be tter?"
Reside nts w e re also answered this question earencouraged to ..help you lie r in the semester through
sex win." To give credit the Racer Poll, found on the
where it is due, the re was RacerNet homepage. T he
an 'r' drawn in with a black poll often features relevant,
marke r on the e nd of the timely questions such as the
aforementioned one, or othword.
At least the y're m aking e rs concerning on-campus
some forays into proof- issues.
This week, however, it
read~. even if they can't
de termine "who is sex is seems poll-wr iter's block
has plagued the creators of
better ."'

this survey. The question is
"Ever eat a raw oyster?"
Your choices are as follows:
a. Yes- yuml, b. Yes- but
never again or c. iNo.
The question makes perfect sense, here on the fine
shores of Murray where
oysters and other wonderful seafood varieties are
plentiful, fresh from the
daily catch!
Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
horse•s
mouth"
to
ecawein@chenews.org.
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A class of their own

.

Professor gives parents taste of college course load
1800 and 1804, the Hamilton/Burr duel and more.
Ellie Wobbe, freshman
Parents finally got to from Louisville and a memexperience what Murray ber of Bolin's class, attended
State students go through in the event with her parents.
classes at the University.
"(The lecture} is a good
Saturday, a seminar titled representation of his class,"
"Parents in the Classroom" Wobbe said. "His classes
was part of the Family are always interesting. My
Weekend festivities.
parents can now better
Duane Bolin. professor of understand how my classes
history, taught the seminar are."
using a session from HIS
Bolin's teachings won
221, American Experience to over the crowd, with a
1865.
standing ovation from parDuring the lecture, Bolin ticipants at the dose of his
used poems, questions and class.
reenactments to get the parKen Johnson, parent from
ents motivated to learn. Nashville, came to visit his
Bolin also incorporated his son last weekend and
personal life to interact with attended the lecture.
the crowd. He taught events
"This was fantastic,"
such as the elections of 1796, Johnson said. "Bolin is very

Jennifer Keohane

Contributing Writer

Erin Gillcs/The News

Duane Bolin, professor of history, presents a sample
history lecture to an audience of visiting parents.
motivational. He made history come alive. It wasn't
just a lec~re. He drew the
audience into it. This was
very impressive and inspiring."
Sue Gagel, parent from

Louisville, said if she were a
student at the University,
she would sign up for
Bolin's class.
"If Bolin is any indication
of the professors at Murray
State, this is fantastic,"

Internships provide jobs after graduation
internship opportunities.
Winchester said. Although
Lawrence interned during
the summer of 2004, she
applied for the position in
Winchester said.
November 2003. Most comMany
Murray
State panies look for future
degrees require an intern- interns three to siK months
ship before graduation. in advance.
Career Services helps stuWinchester said interestdents fmd these opportuni- ed students should attend
ties, many of which can be the Career Fair Oct. ·13.
substituted for three to nine where they can meet potencredit hours, Winchester tial employers.
·
said.
Winchester said students
Career Services also helps considering an internship
students through the appli- should also file a resume
cation process for these with the Career Services
internships.
Office.
Stephanie
Lawrence,
"Career Services is worksophomore from Boaz, ing while you're not," she
spent the summer working · said.
as a counselor at SouthThe office uses alumni,
wood. a camp in upstate the Internet, regional chamNew York, on an internship. bers of commerce and
"(Career Services) had a internship publications to
lot of connections that could help match up students with
really help me, " she said. potential employers.
"Gina knew the owner of the
Although some employers
camp personally."
have requirements for
Still, students should not GPAs, majors and hours
procrastinate in looking for completed, any student with

Career Services official
~ecommends applying early
Amanda Smith
Contributing Writer
Murray State students can
earn money, receive college
credit and get career experience all at the same time.
The Murray State University Career Services Office
helps students who seek its
assistance to find internship
and cooperative education
opportunities.
The objective of Career
Services, located in 210 Ordway Hall, is to bridge tl\e
gap between the classroom
and the career field through
internships, said Gina Winchester, the office's assistant
director and cooperative
education coordinator.
An internship consists of
300 hours' service.
"The ultimate goal is to
take that ·textbook knowledge and put it to work,"
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"It shows them what college
classes are like."
Despite being the first
year for the event, there
were nearly 80 people in
attendance.
"We are very pleased with
the turnout," he said. "It had
been successful on other
campuses, so we had anticipated that it would be a success here."
Because of the positive
feedback from the parents,
the seminar is expected to
be held and perhaps
expanded for future Family
Weekends.
Robertson was pleased
with Bolin's performance.
"He did such a wonderful
job," Robertson said. "He
will be a tough act to follow
(in future seminars).''

Laws prohibit liquor sales
at Murray bowling alley
Adam L. Mathis
Assistant News Editor
amathis@thenews.org

Leslie W. Parrish Sr.'s
aspiration to serve alcohol
in his bowling alley is no
longer a possibility.
Parrish, president of
Corvette Lanes, placed a
notice in the Sept. 22 issue
of The Murray Ledger &
Times, announcing his
intent to apply for a liquorby-the-drink license.
His application, however,
did not pass the legal test
for serving alcohol in Murray. Don Elias, Murray city
administrator, said only
businesses that are primarily restaurants may serve
liquor by the drink.
"The chief activity there
(Corvette Lanes} is that of a
bowling alley and not that
of a restaurant," Elias said.
The Murray ordinance
also requires restaurants
serving alcohol to seat a

minimum oflOO people and
only receive 30 percent of
their gross receipts from
liquor sales.
Parrish said he did not
apply for the license when
Murray began alcohol sales
because the bowling alley
did not sell food at the time.
Corvette ·Lanes now serves
food items such as pizza.
He said the lack of alcohol has cost him business,
with some bowling teams
going to Paducah instead.
Elias said Corvette Lanes
could sell alcohol if Parrish
separated the restaurant
from the bowling alley, but
alcohol could not be carried between the two.
While Parrish said he is
planning to expand his food
operations, the separation
of the two would defeat the
purpose of his plan.
Said Parrish: "If you travel the country there Care)
very, very few bowling
alleys that don't have beer.n

~.
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an are.n of interest can apply
for an internship.
Internships can help students decide what careers
they do not want, Winchester said.
"Employers are looking
for well-rounded students,
not just focused, driven
individuals," she said. "Your
degree and your job title
don't have to match."
Eighty percent to 90 percent of students who participate in internships have
full-time job offers by graduation, Winchester said.
''Once a company invests
time in you, they're going to
want to keep you around,"
she said.
More than anything, however, an internshiE is an
important part t>f bUilding
an impressive resume, she
said.
Said Winchester: "With
the right experience you can
network and market yourself into whatever kind of
job you want, regardless of
your degree."

Gagel said. "He is excellent."
At the end of the lecture,
Bolin said he was pleased
with the results, though he
admits to initial apprehension.
"It is one thing to teach ·
students in my classes at
Murray State, and I am nervous enough about that, but
it is altogether another thing
to teach their parents,"
Bolin said.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said
this event is not unique to
the University. Other universities expand this seminar to each department.
"The idea was to show
parents what it is like for
their son or daughter in the
classroom," Robertson said.
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Memos show alarm problems before 1998
Gail Minger said.
In an interview with
The Courier-Journal of
Louisville last week, Murray State general counsel
John Rall said no evidence
proves low alarm volumes in Hester Hall contributed
to
Michael
Minger, alleged Murray
State had violated the Minger's death or PridAmericans With Disabm- dy's injury.
"Would sprinklers have
ties Act by denying her
son permission to live off made any difference
campus because he suf- when Michael Minger
fered from mild learning opened his door?" Rall
disabilities and could said. "By that time, God
knows what kind of oven
become disoriented.
The University reached that place was."
Police say someone
a $200,000 settlement
doused carpeting with
with Minger in July.
Minger said Murray gasoline and set it on fire.
State should have dis- Records show at least five
closed to students and students interviewed by
parents that the school state police or insurance
considered the alarm sys- investigators said they did
tem obsolete a year not hear the alarm and
instead were roused by
before the fire.
"I am still haunted by roommates or commotion
·
the many lies and the in the hall.
Rall said the University
knowledge this university
had of serious safety requested money from
issues days, months and the state to upgrade the
even years before Michael alarms. Records show the
died in their dormitory," state approved the money

Safety equipme11;t
appears faulty year
before Hester fire

What do the stars and
stripes on the U.S. flag
represent?

MURRAY (AP) - Documents show Murray State
knew fire alarms in Hester Hall sometimes could
not be heard a year before
an arson fire in September 1998 killed a student.
The University did not
request repairs until mid1998, and they were not
carried out until after the
fire, according to records
that were part of a lawsuit
settled
this
summer
against Murray State.
Michael Minger, sophomore from Niceville, Fla..
died of smoke inhalation
in the fire. Another student, Michael Priddy, suffered burns and brain
injuries in · the blaze.
Police said the fire was
intentionally set.
A lawsuit brought by
Minger's mother, Gail

The stars represent the 50
states and the stripes represent the 13 original colonies.

What you thought:
"Every time we won a war in
the Revolution."
Crystal Pittman
senior from Mayfield
"I believe the stars represent
the states, and the red stripes
represent blood that was
shed and the white, I don't

know:•
Lindsey Mahaffey
freshman from Louisville
"Shoot, stars are for states,
and I can't even remember
what the stripes are for...
Scott McDonnell
senior from Louisville

the day of the ftre.
Memos, provided by
Minger, show a year
before the ftre, the
school's assistant director
for environmental safety
and health, Larry Anderson, wrote to Housing
Director Paula Hulick to
warn that fire horns could
not be heard in residential
halls.
This memo does not
mention Hester Hall, but
a memo dated Sept. 16,
1997, from Anderson does.
University records also
show three months before
the fire, the school
planned to add more
alarm horns to Hester
Hall.
"The inability of residents to hear the fire
alarm negates the purpose
of even having an early
warning system," Anderson wrote. "This could
prove to be a very serious
liability issue in the event
of an injury or fatality due
to :. fire in a residential
hall."
In a memo dated Sept.

General Assembly plans to address benefit changes
Marissa Casey
Contributing Writer

"I would guess that it's the 13
original colonies and the 50
states."
Stephen Perry
graduate student
from Scotsvillle

BegUuting Tuesday, the
Kentucky General Assembly will address the
changes made to healthcare benefits for the coming year.
"I am calling on all legislators, particularly House
Democrats, to come back
to the table to deal strictly
with compensation, health
insurance and retirement
benefits for teachers and
public employees," said
Gov. Ernie Fletcher in a
press release calling for a
special session of the Kentucky General Assembly.

"The states and colonies."
Bill Howell
junior from Paducah

Correct answers: 7
Wrong answers: 3

Teachers are upset over
the new healthcare plan,
and, according to the Kentucky Education Association Web site, these
changes will result in
increases in premiums,
prescription drug costs
and co-pay deductibles.
"There are teachers
here that are barely living
above poverty level," said
Beth Stribling, music
teacher at Murray Middle
School. "For instance,
there's an assistant at the
elementary school (who
is) only a teacher's aide
for the benefits. Because
of what she was having to
pay for a family policy.

her paycheck is less than a
dollar a month. Now she
would get no salary and
have to pay extra for her
benefits."
While many have been
quick to blame the lawmakers. Fletcher attributed the problems to previous administrations.
"We have inherited an
unsustainable
health
insurance mess," he said
in a press release. "This
growing crisis has been
neglected for far too
long."
Stribling thinks the governor should take more
responsibility for the situation.

"I personally don't feel
he has tried to fmd a way
to make it work because
there's other things that
could happen," she said.
"He didn't take a cut in
pay. He's not having to
pay more for his insurance. He's not making the
sacrifices others are making."
In a questionnaire at
www .partnersforkyfuture.com, Fletcher vowed
to make education, and
healthcare benefits in particular, a top priority.
"Raising
teachers'
salaries to the regional
average will be a priority
under a Fletcher/ Pence

"Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation."
The place where MSU students and faculty are treated special.
Call today for your discount on a one-hour full-body

massage.

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray

Call fo r an appointment
270 -767-0045
866-505-0045

Have your loved
ones booked their
rooms yet?
If local hotels are booked up,
take the short drive south to
Paris, Tenn. and
A short 22 miles from Murray!
*

16, 1998, two days before
the ftre, Hulick asked
Anderson to upgrade the
fire alarm system in Hester Hall by adding more
horns and upgrading
wiring.
More than two months
before Michael Minger's
death, Dewey Yeatts,
associate vice president
of Facilities Management,
had asked state officials
for $40,000 to replace the
alarm in Hester Hall.
Records show the Kentucky
Finance
and
Administration Cabinet
approved Yeatts' request
on Sept. 15, 1998. It was
signed Sept. 18, the day of
the fatal fire, and the work
order was countersigned
by Yeatts on Sept. 21.
The project was completed the following year,
offtcials said.
. Murray State memos
also show the University
as early as 1992 had considered installing sprinklers in high-rise residential colleges but later canceled the project.

ON THE HOUSE hot breakfast

*Hi-speed and wireless internet
*

Pool and fitness room
i:? Meeting rooms
i:f Plus, you'll earn Hilton
Honors Points and airline
miles with every stay!
From Murray, take Hwy 641 South to Paris...from
the Court Square, take a left onto Wood Street
After the 7th light, Hampton Inn is located on the
left, next to Huddle House.

STAY WITH US!
You'll be glad you did!!!
Hampton Inn
151 0 E. Wood St.
Paris, Tenn.

731-642-2838
1-800-HAMPTON
www.hamptonjon,com

fllf NOW

administration." he said.
However,
teachers
think they are not being
justly compensated for
their work.
·
"For the amount of time
and effort that teachers
put in, benefits are an
important part of the
package, considering how
long our salary is," Stribling said. "That benefits
package kind of helps dull
the pain of the low salary.
Because of the demands of
our jobs ... we don't have
time to look for another
job to try to make ends
meet."

For complete coverage,
visit thenews.org.
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Mr.MSU2004

Men receive various titles in competition
JanetRobb

pride for their school,
who
didn't make the
Contributing Writer
team.
"So, a skit about being
"There's no business
proud
of your school
like show business,"
when
you're
in a compeAmanda Carter, philanthropy
chair
and tition for Mr. MSU
pageant director. said seemed appropriate," he
last Friday night as said. "Also, I changed
Alpha Omicron Pi host- the outfits to Racers to
ed Mr. MSU "Guys and show school pride."
Alpha Delta Pi nomiDolls" to raise money
nated Ditterline as a
for arthritis research.
The 24th annual event contestant, and he said
showcased 19 men nom- he took it as a huge cominated by various frater- pliment to represent the
nities, sororities and sorority out of all the
campus organizations. men on campus.
"It feels great to repThe pageant contestants
resent
the school (as
competed in four events
MSU),"
Ditterline
Mr.
including a talent comsaid.
petition.
MarTeze Hammonds,
Paul Ditterline, senior
senior
from Murray and
from Henderson, came
Mr.
MSU
2003, said he
out on top to win the
the
competition
thinks
title of Mr. MSU 2004.
was
fierce
this
year.
"l had a great time
"I
think
the
uniquepracticing and performing," Ditterline said. "(I) ness of the talents was
was happy to be per- awesome," Hammonds
forming in such a won- said. "I think they probderful
philanthropic ably had to determine
who the winner was by
event."
Ditterline said he the talent because it was
spoofed
"Saturday really hard"
Steel and Drew from
Night Live's" Spartan
Cheerleader
sketch Electric 96.9, were the
because it is about two masters of ceremony for
people with a lot of the pageant.

Mr. MSU Competition Results:

'

Mr. MSU - Paul Ditterline
1st Runner Up - Stephen Hunt
2nd Runner Up - Jim ashby
3rd Runner Up - Marshall Welch
4th Runner Up - Chad Mitchell
Mr. Congeniality - Kyser Lough
Best Legs - Marshall Welch
Crowd Appeal - Marshall Welch
_'

.

-

"(The) lengths these
guys will go to," Drew
said after one of the
contestants said "hi" to
his mom d uring the
Evening Wear competition.
Besides Mr. MSU,
other titles were awarded.
Welch,
M arshall
senior from Murr ay,
won not only Best Legs
but also the Crowd
Appeal award.
"Know your Disney
movies guys," Drew said
after Welch sang a montage of Disney songs
including "Circle of
Life," "A Whole New
World" and "Kiss the
Girl" for his talent
Kyser Lough, senior
from Murray, won Mr.
Congeniality. Lough did
a skit for his talent,
which his father narrated.
Luberda,
Ashley
freshman
from
Belleville, Ill., said she
came because her high
school held a pageant
similar to Mr. MSU.
"It's fun and entertaining," Luberda said.
Amy Hille, president
of AOPi and senior from
Paducah, said they
raised app roximately
$6,400.
Mr. MSU serves as the
biggest philanthropic
event for AOPi and is
sponsored by various
local business and organizations. AOPi chapters in the United States
and Canada have raised
more than $1 million for
arthritis research.

photos by Micha•~l Mc.Ldurlne/The News

Paul Ditterline, senior from Henderson,
and Megan Alvey, graduate student from
Louisville, perform for the talent portion
of the Mr. MSU pageant. They spoofed
"Saturday Night Live's" Spartan Cheerleaders.

Paul Ditterline receives the title of Mr.
MSU 2004 Friday.

Homecoming festivities allow students, alumni to celebrate
Heather Bryant
College Life Editor
hbryant@thencws.org

It is an event that occurs
every October, when the
leaves begin to blanket the
Quad and the ftrst autumn
chill is in the air. Murray
State's Homecoming, with
the theme, "Thanks for the
Memories," gives students
and alumni the chance to
reminisce about old memories while creating new
ones. Homecoming activities take place Thursday
through Saturday, Oct. 9.
Patti Jones, assistant
director of Alumni Affairs,
said the three main events
of Homecoming are the
'" parade, Tent City and the
football game, which all
take place Friday. The
parade begins at 9:30 a.m.,
Tent City is from 11 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. and the Murray
State versus Samford football game begins at 3 p.m.
"A lot of student groups
are in the tents," Jones said.
She said they use Tent

City as a fund-raiser.
Tent City will be held in
the area adjacent to Roy
Stewart Stadium. T here
campus organizations will
sell a variety of foods and
merchandise.
Jones said Tent City
alone attracts a large number of people.
"Students w ho have been
here for four years can
come to Tent City and visit
with a variety of people,"
she said. "(Tent City) is a
festive atmosphere."
She said students may see
friends at Tent City they
have not seen in a long time
because of different schedules and social circles.
The Racer Band and the
band "Murr-Vegas" will
perform at Tent City.
Another special event at
Homecoming will be the
former Shield Queens'
reunion, Jones said.
"This is the fi rst time
they've been back on campus for this particular
reunion,'' she said.
Jones said judges for the

Shield Queen during the
years 1954 to 1978 were
celebrities from those time
periods.
Lauren Hines, Campus
Activities Board homecoming chairperson and sophomore from Murray, said
there are many participants
in the Homecoming parade
from student organizations
to business organizations.
1
' T he
Homecoming
parade is one of my favorite
times of year," she said.
"I've watched it since I was
S years old."
The par ade begins at
Briggs and Stratton in
downtown Murray and
goes through town ending
near Sparks Hall.
"I'm very excited and I
hope (Homecoming) will
run smoothly," Hines said.
"I hope it will be a great
time for all involved."
She said student organizations nominate students
for the positions of Homecorning King and Queen,
then they go through an
interview process to deter-

mine which students will be
part of the Homecoming
Court. The panel of judges
who interview the nominees is comprised of facu lty
and staff, she said.
The Homecoming Queen
Court nominees are: Amanda Carter, senior from Murray; Jessica Crockett, senior
from Somerset; Amber
Duventree, junior from
Jackson, Tenn.; Jodi Martin,
senior from Marion; and
Holly Walker, senior from
Fulton.
The Homecoming King
Court nominees are: Scott
Ellison, junior from St.
Charles, Mo.; MarTezc
Hammonds, senior from
Murray; Christopher Sperry, senior from Clarksville,
Tenn.; Clay Kesterson,
graduate student , from
Paris, Tenn.; and Brad Modlin, senior from Bowling
Green.
Students can vote for
Homecoming King and
Queen through a link on the
RacerNet Web site from 9
a.m. Thursday to 9 a.m. Fri-

day. The king and queen
results will be announced at
the pregame festivities on
Saturday.
Jessica Linenfelser. Residential College Association
president, said RCA will
have a bonfire Thursday
and a movie night Friday.
The locations and times for
these events arc to be
announced, she said.
"(RCA) has many events
planned and hopefully
(Homecoming) will boost
enthusiasm and Murray
State spirit," said Lincnfelscr, senior from Highland, Ill.
Leeanna Green, sophomore from Mayfield and
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority member, said the sorority's float theme is "A Century of Sisterhood."
"We'll be showing off our
memories while celebrating
our centennial,'' said Green.
"This is a special year for
us."
She said her sorority sisters wilJ dress in costumes
depicting the clothing worn

in the decades since 1904.
the year the sorority was
founded. She said these
women will stand inside of
large
picture
frames
because so much of sorority
life centers around photographs and memories.
Green said she hopes
many alumni will come.
Don Robertson, vice president of Alumni Affairs,
said Homecoming is a very
important tradition, and it
is an event eagerly looked
forward to each year.
"It's an exciting time for
current students but also
for alumni to meet up with
friends and come back to
campus," he said. "Home~
coming is one of those
events that help connect the
graduating classes."
Robertson said the challenge of Homecoming is to
do as many activities as
possible without being
totally exhausted by the end
of the weekend.
Said Robertson: ·~It'll be a
fun time, and it's a busy
time."
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Student gives dream Wings
Cafe brings rock music, mood to all ages
Chris Cox
Staff Writer
ccox@thenews.org

photos by Wesley Deer/ the Ne1vs

Ryan Whittaker, senior from Sparks, Nev., and owner of The Rock
AngeJ Cafe in Paducah, counts the money made at Saturday's show.
Whittaker wants the cafe to be a place where students, children and people of aU ages can socialize and enjoy the rock 'n' roll atmosphere. The
Rock Angel Cafe's Paducah location is a convenient drive for students.

Leisure time ls often a rare
commodity for college students. Between classes, jobs,
studying and other obligations.
finding ti ~ for a personal
interest can ~e difficult. Finding such time can prove especially formidable if one's primary interest is owning and
operating a rock 'n' roll club.
It's all in a day's work for
Murray State student Ryan
Whittaker, owner and operator of The Rock Angel Cafe,
located at 4039 Clarks River
Road in Paducah.
Born from a passion for rock
music, The Rock Angel Cafe is
based more on Whittaker's
musical tastes than entrepreneurial spirit.
"Basically, I just love music,
and more importantly, I love
rock 'n' roll," said Whittaker,
senior from Sparks, Nev.
Whittaker said he also realized the need for a rock 'n' roll
club in the area.
"I noticed a lack of rock
clubs in the area. especially an
all-ages club where kids who
are not yet 18 can go," he said.
In the early stages of development, Whittaker planned to
open the club in Murray, but
the opportunity was taken
from him at the last minute.
The locale was the property
next to Circus Skate, a venue
Whittaker described as the
only affordable place in Murray.
"When I found out the place
in Murray was not available, I
had to find an affordable place
quick, since I already bad a
band booked," Whittaker said.
"Paducah was the best place to
open the club because of
affordability and it's within a
reasonable distance from Mur·
ray."
The eventual site of the
Rock Angel Cafe was a former

Shane Smith, ( Left) senior from Murray, and Adam Bittel,
senior from Owensboro, are members of the band CeDar
Door, which performs at The Rock Angel Cafe.
package liquor store, a build- name that was a tribute to
ing that needed several reno- females, such as my mother
vations.
and my sister," he said.
"Meeting certain building
Thus far, the club has boast·
and occupancy codes was ed national acts such as
extremely stressful," Whittak- Michale Graves (lead singer of
er said. ''The state informed us The Misfits), The Vibrators
of several changes we had to and The Eyeliners.
make in order to open."
Local bands have also graced
To pay for the renovations Rock Angel's stage, including
and other upstart expenses, rock band Cellar Door.
"We've played two shows
Whittaker looked to several
sources for capital.
there, and it seems like it could
"I had an inheritance that I be very successful," said Jon
used to help open the club, and Burris. sophomore from Padu·
I had to take out some small cab and bass player for Cellar
loans as well." he said.
Door.
Even with an inheritance and
"One of the most positive
loans, Whittaker felt his own aspects is that it's an all-ages
club," he said. "Even freshman
hard work would be the best.
"With the help of my broth- who aren't yet 18 can still go
er, I did everything I could on there.''
my own, so that I wouldn't
Although the primary draw
have to pay out of my pocket of Rock Angel Cafe has been
for work on the club," be said. the rock 'n' roll acts, in the
That work included con- future Whittaker hopes to
structing the stage and sound diversify the performances.
"I'm very open to bringing
system, painting the walls and
building the majority of the in creative writers, hosting
poetry readings and maybe
bathroom.
The Rock Angel Cafe offi- start doing art shows," he said.
cially open~d its doors June 29,
While Rock Angel Cafe may
taKing its name from Whittak- be more than a stone's throw
er's self-described male femi- for Murray State students,
Whittaker feels it can compete
nism.
''I wanted to give the club a with the draw of bigger cities.

Who's Who?
2004-05 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities & Colleges
Applications available in the

Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall, 762-6831
or online at
www.murraystate.edu/secsvI d irector.htm

Deadline: Oct. 22, 2004

Eligibility:

PLAYATHON!
Tri Sigma House
1605 Miller St.
Oct. I, 2004
6-1 I p.m.
6-1 I p.m.: Enjoy food, music,
karaoke,volleyball, dunk tank, games
and muchmore!

.P RIZES & DRAWINGS
ALL NIGHT LONG!
7-8 p.m.:
8-9 p.m.:

"Man of the Year" Contest
Tug-0-War Competition

9-1 0 p.m.: Date/Chore Auction

I 0- I I p.m.:
3.0 GPA;
Graduating in December
2004, May or August 2005;
Demonstrated Campus and Community
Leadership & Involvement.

Karaoke Contest

Please come out and help us raise money
for the Robbie Page Memorial!

Questions?
Contact JennY. Drake at (270) 293-9809
jenny.drake@murraystate .edu
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This Week
• Friday
•women 's Soccer
Game
4 p.m., Cutchin
Field
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Flying 'Hih' after 47
Derek Vaughan
Contributing Writer

Murray State students are
from such a vast array of
places that many have differ*LSAT
8:30 a.m., Room 101 ent cultural tastes, including
clothing, entertainment and
Ordway Hall
the ever delicious plethora of
• Sunday
food.
Some students prefer the
*Women' s Soccer
local flavor of Kentucky
Game
1 p.m., Cutchin home-style cooking and the
friendliness that is part of a
Field
family-owned business.
• Monday
Hih Burger, a local restau*Take Back t he rant owned by Larry RoberNight
son, offers all customers a
5:30 p.m., Lovett genuine taste of Murray few
places can.
Auditorium
Roberson's parents opened
• Thesday
the 4th Street restaurant in
*Clara M . Eagle 1957. The location was very
unique for the new restauGallery
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Fea- rant.
"I believe the site had
turing
Yvonne
Petkus, Elizabeth something like a cotton gin
Raymer and Lanie building on it at the time,"
said Roberson.
·
Gannon
The Roberson's ran the
• Wednesday business very determinedly
•student Senate to make it successful.
"They opened at about 6
Meeting
5 p.m., Barkley a.m. and usually did not close
. Room, Curris Cen- until about 10 p.m., and sometimes even later than that on
ter
the weekends," Roberson
• Thursday said.
*Cinderella
7 p.m., Free with
Racercard, General
admission is $12,
Faculty/Staff,
AARP and under 18
is $10, Robert E.
Johnson Theatre

• Saturday

• Fd day
*Homecoming SK
Run
5 p.m., $10 early
entry fee, $15 day of
race

• Saturday
•Football Game
3 p.m., MSU vs.
Samford, Roy Stewart Stadium
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Skylar Cotton, Blh Burger
e mployee from M adisonville, p repares a b reakfast dish.

The restaurant originally
appealed predominately to
young adults.
Roberson
said
when
carhopping began to die out
in the early 70s, his parents
cut back the restaurant's
hours to a six day week. They
also made the transition from
the fast food market to a
home-cooked meal provider.
The new additions to the
menu at Hih Burger were
foods commonly found in the
home, such as vegetables,
barbecue, omelettes and cobblers all cooked in iron skillets and kitchenware.
Roberson said one of the
best additions to the menu
was the Philly Sandwich. He
said .Hih Burger is one of the
only places you can sit down
and order breakfast, a Philly
sandwich or a plate lunch at
any time of the day.
"We always have 15 vegetables and four meats to choose
from every day for our plate
lunches," said Larry.
One unique tradition of Hih
Burger is the open-pit cooking done every year during
the Christmas season.
"We cook everything back
on the old grill instead of the
gas ovens we use now," said
Roberson.
Hih Burger is also one of
photos by Janna Tannerffhe News
the oldest family-owned
restaurants in the area, boast- Larry Roberson, owner of HJh Burger, carves a honey-glazed ham which will be
ing nearly 50 years of service. served to the restau rant's lunch crowd.
A pictorial history of Hih
bad."
from Murray, can remember restaurant, like many other
Burger can be seen by lookHer favorite item on the eating at Hih Burger often as students, because of the
ing at the menu.
menu is the plate lunch spe- a child.
home-style cooking and the
Hih Burger has menu items ciaL
She said she enjoyed the affordable prices
many
that are both appetizing and
"I love the tenderloins and swing, hung between poles, restaurants are finding hardaffordable. Plate lunches can vegetables," Weaver said. that was in the restaurant.
be purchased for about $5.
"They are my favorite."
The restaurant has changed
"The food is excellent,"
Hih Burger still appeals to very little since her childsaid Freda Weaver, a Murray Murray State students.
hood days.
resident.
Rachel is drawn to the
Rachel Roberson, senior
She said she enjoys eating
at Hih Burger every day.
The College Life section show"It is just a comfortable
cases a weekly series of I9~ally
place to relax," Weaver said.
own~d. non:::rra.ncbls-e 'Mtt~
''You can take a little kid in
• eateries. Next week, Rudy's
there and not worry about
Restaurant will be featured.
them hear ing something

24 f.IOURS
MEANS OPENING BEFORE TilE
ROOSTER CROWS. IT MEANS

STAVING OPEN
AFTER "LAST CALL:'
AND IN CASE YOU STILL DON'T
GET IT. IT MEANS WilEN YOU'RE

YOU'VE GOT A
IN HARDEE'S.

*

OPEN

24 flOURS
1/31b. 1/21b. 2/31b. Angus beef Thickburgers. * Hardee's
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'Secret shoppers' check out Murray State for courtesy, efficiency
Chris Cox
Staff Writer
ccox@thenews.org

Murray State employs
many students across campus. From library worker to
computer lab monitor, students perform tasks for the
University to obtain financial compensation. Howev..
er, a certain group of workers indirectly serve another
collective interest, the student body.
Assessing customer functions and service of administration officials, "secret
shoppers" are working all

over campus to ensure efficiency and courtesy. ,
Shoppers are hired by the
University to maintain a
certain quality of service
within offices. The shoppers present themselves as
normal students to critique
their experience based on
treatment,
recognition,
assistance,
helpfulness,
knowledge of specific area
and other such markings.
While the University is
contractually bound to
maintain the anonymity of
the shoppers, Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson does provide

insight into the type of peo- provided administration
officials with insight into
ple employed.
"They are students that the various offices around
are pretty involved, because campus. Results from the
those are the ones who go 2004 spring semester yielded encouraging numbers.
all over campus." he said.
Robertson said the crite''Positive scores were
ria for becoming a secret recorded at 91 percent, and
shopper is nothing more negative scores were at 9
than a conscious attitude of percent," said Joyce Gordon, assistant vice presicustomer service.
"It's really not a compli- dent for Human Resources.
Along with Robertson,
cated program," he said.
"They just do what they Gordon helps to notify
would normally do. If done offices of positive or negaright, you'll never know tive responses.
"If we receive a positive
they were there."
response,
the office gets a
The program began in the
and
certificate,"
plaque
fall of 2003 and has already

Gordon said. "If we get a
negative response, they get
a phone call from Robertson or I, informing them of
the need for improvement."
No matter how frequent
the number of positive
responses, Gordon said the
program will be around for
a while.
"I see it as running indefinitely," she said.
Robertson thinks the program is, and will continue
to be a success.
"It is a positive program
because it helps us know if
we are providing good customer service to our stu-

dents,'' he said.
Gordon related a random
assessment of an office
worker from the previous
year.
4
'The perfect example of
what a Murray State
employee should be - intelligent, friendly, competent,
and genuine," she said.
While it may seem difficult for all offices to achieve
such status, Gordon is
hopeful for widespread pos~
itive evaluations.
Said Gordon: "Our goal is
that eventually every evaluation will have that kind of
comment."

Students, community members walk to raise money for March of Dimes
Ellzabeth Fields

Contributing Writer
A peppy tiger and Shrek
danced ahead of Murray
State students and representatives from local businesses as they walked for
the March of Dimes Saturday morning.
The March of Dimes was
sponsored by the Omega Xi
sorority and took place at
the Playhouse in the Park to
raise money for premature
and unhealthy babies. Par-

ticipants raised money by
having others sponsor them
for the one-mile walk.
"We also went door to
door around Murray for
donations and were really
impressed with the amount
(of money) we were able to
raise in a short amount of
time,"
said
Virginia
Morales, freshman from
Crofton.
Members from the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity created
a team to participate in the
walk and present their

annual donation to the
March of Dimes.
"We organize the spring
step show on campus every
year to raise money specifically for the March of
Dimes," said Quintin Jiles,
senior from Hickman. "We
donate to a few different
branches but look forward
to this particular donation
every year."
Other Murray State participants were the women's
soccer team, Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority and the

Black Student Council.
Although attendance was
low, Christy Mattingly,
head of the Murray Walk
Committee, said considering the circumstances, she
was grateful for the students who got up eady on
Saturday and was not at all
disappointed with the
turnout.
"This is the frrst time we
have held the walk on a Saturday morning," said Mattingly. "This Saturday just
happens to be the Saturday

of Family Weekend at Murray State, and there are
quite a few other things
'
going on in town."
After the walk, Mattingly
presented awards to the
three organizations that
raised the most money. All
three awards were given to
Murray State organizations.
The third place award
went to the Black Student
Council, which raised $430,
second place went to
Omega Xi, which raised
$490, and the first place

award went to Alpha Phi
Alpha, which raised $2,000.
Tom Dolan, the Regional
Director of the March of
Dimes, said the day was a
success.
"The turnout of people
was less than last year, but
there were more donations," said Dolan. "That's
all we can ask for."

For more information conTom
Dolan
at
tact
tdolan@marchofdimes.com
or by calling (270) 443-8603.

- - - - - -This Week
in Entertainment - - - - - .
• Albums

•Box Office

I. Su it

1. The Forgotten

Nelly
2. Sweat
Nelly

2. Sky Captain and the

• DVD

World of Tomorrow

3. Live Like You Were
D ying
Tim McGraw
4. Genius Loves Company
Ray Charles
5. Now 16
Various Artists

3. Mr. 3000

4. Resident Evil: Apocalypse
S. First Daughter

lMan onFire
l GOodies
Ciara featuring Petey
2. The Punisher
Pablo
2. Lean Back
3. Twisted
Terror Squad
3. Stmsbine
4. Scooby Doo 2: Monsters
Lil' Flip featuring Lea
Unleashed
4.MyPlace
Nelly featuring Jaheim
S. The Ladykillers
S. MyBoo
Usher and Alicia Keys

•Books

• Web site

LTrace

www.marchofdimes.com

Patricia Cornwell
2.The Da Vmcl Code

This Web site explains
the purpose of March of,
Dimes, which is to •
improve babies' health by·
preventing birth defects'
and prematurity. The site'
includes information and
links about volunteering
for March of Dimes for·
those interested in help- ~
ing this organization
remain successful.

Dan Brown

3. Are You Afraid Of The Dark?
Sidney Sheldon
4. Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell
Susanna Clarke
S. The Five People You Meet In

Heaven
Mitch Albom

Source: Associated Press

The gentlemen of
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

ace

would like to welcome the
Fall 2004 ''Phi'' class!

Select your roommates and reserve your room online at

www.m~~:rrayplace.com
AT MURRAY PUCE YOUGET THE.BEST OF THE BEST.

Joshua Pike

Adam Barnes

We offer'fQnr-bedrOOm, fOUI"!'batb an4 two-bedroomttwo-batli apartments.
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St~~hen Saia
...

le Sindle
•
pa1n

Wesl
(restrictions apply)

Enter our contest to win a

Taylor.

TELEVISION
or
3 MONTHS PAID RENT!

Troy Fergus

1700 Lowe's Drive

John Jefferson

Rob Whitfield

Adam Murphy

Daniel Williams

759-3003
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Blue-collar comedy comes to MSU
Local public told to 'Git-R-Done'
l'ldlllp Dlllloa
Staff Writer
~

The Murray community got
to •Git-R-Done• this past
weekend as tbe Regional Spedal Events Center played host
to a crowd of 3,200 for "An
lvealng of Comedy with Larry
tbe Cable Guy."
Larry the Cable Guy, known
for his work on the "'Blue Collar Comedy Tour" movie and
televlsion show, has a sense of
humor that combines observation and obscenity with a hiDt
of southern flair.
-we are excited we can offer
the opportunity for people to
see acts (like Larry).• said
RSEC Fadlity Mana8er Shelley
Todd. -we were ecstatic with
the turnout especially considering the hish ticket price...
Todd said the attelfdance for
the show was a coilcern since
the tickets went on sale Aug. 30
for $34.75.
"Acts are getting more
courtesy of

Regional Special Events Center ·
Larry tbe Cable Gay per·
fonu Ids colllecly routlae
S1mday at tile Jtesloaal Spe-

cial Eveatl CeDter. Be II
bowa for ... wodl oa the
..me aa4 televllloD show
called ..._ Co0u- Comedy
~.· 'De ,...,. of. ticket
, . . _ t'felltWM $34.75, oae
ofthe "'Peat tile UEC bas
ever cllupd. '11le price did
110t .a'ect attead•nce of the
show.

VISIT US
ON THE
WEB
thenews.org

Oct. 6 at 3:30 p.m.
Cumberland Room of the Curris Center

ANYONE interested in a career in
the field of law is urged to come!
Find out about an upcoming event where
you can meet representatives from several area
law schools on

Thursday, Oct. 21 at 3:30 p.m.
\lllll'l'

h.. ( h llH'f
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lilt".

expensive," Todd said. wrhere very hlliuious. (My fiance and
is a lot of expense in turning a I) would love to see him apin."
basketball arena into a (stage)."
~s act consisted of his
Todd also said the ticket most popular jokes and songs,
price was one of the highest as well as new material.
the RSEC has ever charged for
"Sorry, I'm hearing a lot of
an event.
this for the first time myself,"
However, Todd said that tarrf said after a string of fart
individuals who wanted to see jekes.
Larry the Cable Guy were
Despite the adult content in
un,derstanding about the cost Larry's act, Todd said the
and more than willin8 to pay crowd was very responsive.
"'I haven't beard (f'rom) any· the price.
The RSEC opened at 1 p.m. one who didn't enjoy (the
as the crowds of Murray State show),• Todd said.
students and Murray residentS
Josh Campbell, sophomore
filed into the stadium.
from Calhoun, said that the
At 8 p.m. the lights dimmed show wasn't exactly what be
and the up-and-coming and expected, but it was Bti1l enjoyself-proclaimed "sick-minded" able.
comedian Josh Sneed. He
'7he show was sreat"
warmed-up the crowd with a Campbell said. •AJtheush he
short stand-up bit before Larry was a bit political about things,
the Cable Guy took stage.
it was funny nonetheless."
Larry the Cable Guy walked
Larry said his style of humor
on stage to a cheering audience .. isn't designed to offend anywearing his trademark sleeve- one, but more to let everyone
less shirt and holding his laugh and have a good time.
acoustic guitar.
Of course. with Larry e"YeryAmanda Saunders, junior thing is a Joke.
from Glasgow, went to the
"If you're upset about som.eshow with high expectations thing I said tonight, rp home
and a large group of family and and put a bullet in your head,"
friends.
Larry said.
"'For people our age the tickAslde frorn his tour schedule,
ets were kind of pricey, but we Larry's social commentaries
all had a great time," Saunders can be heard on radio stations
said. "I would go again if there across the nation.
ever was a chance."
He can also be seen on the
Rebecca Jackson, senior from Warner Brothers Network's
Paducah. also attended the weekly "Blue Collar 1V" proshow.
gram. and his most recent com" Larry the Cable Guy was edy album has been No. 1 on
well worth the ticket price," the best-selling charts lor the
Jackson said. "His show was past six months.
•
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard

Phone: 762-4481

College football
must remember
'student athlete'
At least our football players are
taking ''real" courses.
Murray State football might not
have the talent of USC. Ohio State or
Florida State, but at least our school
is making an attempt to give our athletes a complete education.
These top schools are now making
a mockery out of the NCAA by offering a class called "Varsity Football"
only to those on the actual football
team. This class has been created
solely in an attempt to boost the constantly slipping graduation rates.
Ohio
State's
Head Coach Jim
Tressel
even
allows his players
to repeat the
course up to five
times.
I can see the
course catalog of
Ohio State under
"Varsity
Football"
reading:
"After completing this course,
Nathan
make sure you Clinkenbeard
sign up again
Sports Editor
because it might
be the only way you graduate."
Former Buckeye linebacker Andy
Katzenmoycr is still probably trying
to enroll in the class.
All a player has to do to earn credit for the course is to be a member of
the football team and show up to
practice and games. Kansas State
Head Coach Bill Snyder even assigns
letter grades, but only 84 of his 91
"students" received il's.
The NCAA has more in common
with Joseph Stalin with the power
tbey hold to reign over all college
athletics, and all they have to say
about the issue is they hope these
schools are malting sure these classes
are legitimate.
Legitimate? There is not one single
ounce of legitimacy. The NCAA
needs to stand up and say these
classes are a joke, and every single
university that uses these classes to
help its athletes is slapping the
NCAA in the face.
These classes only make the universities look bad by interpreting
them as solely caring about winning
and not the students' educations. Do
these athletes come to school as
Murray State football players or
Murray State students? Schools need
to look at the phrase "student athlete" and figure out what that really
means to them.
Whether they like it or not, football
players are students first and athletes
second. Not taking care of student
responsibilities means there is no
athlete. Universities are slowly making the student part an endangered
species.
Murray State might need Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio.
We don't need Professor Pannunzio.

photos by Michael Mcl..lurine/Thc News

(Above) The Racer cheerleading squad pumps the crowd up at the Murray State football
game against Tennessee Tech Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. The cheerleaders perform
at every home football and basketball game and attend some away games.
..
(Below) Freshman Jacob Dowdy holds freshman Kelly Sullivan as they cheer on the team.

Cheerleaders setting sights high
Stephanie Zeller
Contributing Writer
The Murray State cheerleading squad is using this year to
prepare for the National Cheerleading Association National
Competition April 2006 in Daytona, Fla.
"We are planning to hold
regional competitions to raise
money," Head Coach Shaun
Jones said.
This is Jones' first year at
Murray State, and he is setting
high goals in an effort to make it
a stronger and more well-known
squad.
Jones is from Troy, Ala.,
where he gained experience by
coaching high school cheerleading squads and cheerleading
camps. At Murray State, he
\
.
encourages the commumty to
support the squad and "inspire
new things.''
"When Mike Young was coach
here for 13 years, the program
was awesome," Jones said. "We
want to get the program back to

Bradshaw said. "I have been
trying to work with my partner, Adam Barnes, and get
partner stunting down.''
Eventually, Jones
hopes there will be
enough members to
create three teams: a
blue team, a gold team
and a white team. The
blue team will consist of
eight to 10 co-ed couples
that will travel and compete. The gold team will
also be co·cd; however,
there will be more
females than males.
Finally, the white
team will consist of
16 to 20 women.
''The blue team will
(operate) much like ~
varsity team and the
gold team will be like
junior varsity," said
Jones.
Jones considers the current squad the blue team
because they travel with
the sports team to some of

the away games. Today, the
cheerleaders will travel to Jacksonville, Ala., to cheer on the
Racers as the team takes on
Jacksonville State. The squad
will also travel to Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee State with
the football team.
The hope is that the squad will
eventually be ready eventually
to participate in national competitions as seen on ESPN.
"We are all looking forward to
traveling and cheering for Murray State," said Andy Heins, · ,
junior from Prospect.
As for cheering at home ·
games, tpe members hope to '
increase crowd and, especially,
student participation.
"Crowd participation wtU help
the morale of the team and help
motivate (the players)," said
Heins.
Students can watch the cheerleaders in action at the Homecoming game at 3 p.m. Friday ·
when the Murray State football
team plays Samford at Roy
Stewart Stadium.

Despite setbacks, volleyball team keeps 'family' spirit alive
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

Struggle: to make strenuous efforts to overcome
an adversary.
Struggle is exactly what
the Murray State volleyball team has had to face.
With two losses this
weekend and the recent
absence of three essential
players, Racer volleyball
has to reestablish itself to
stay strong as a team.
Murray State took on
Morehead State Universi·
ty Friday in the Ohio Valley Conference opener
-and were beat three
games to one.
The games scores were
30-24, 30-19, 26·30, 30-26.
Murray State had 66
digs and 46 kills, while
the Eagles had 63 digs and
64 kills.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

where it was.''
The squad, which consists of nine men and eight
women, practices Monday
through Thursday from 6
to 7 in the morning, then
from 4:30 to 7 p.m. Monday.
Wednesday and Friday.
The 17 members are practicing every aspect of
cheerleading, specifically
tumbling and pyramids at a
collegiate level.
During the summer, it
was not unusual for the
cheerleading squad to
have three sessions in
one day.
People
may have seen the football team working hard,
but they probably did not
see the efforts of the
cheerleaders.
Abby Bradshaw, junior
from Mount Vernon, Ill.,
was not used to practicing
with male cheerleaders.
"I came from cheerleading with all girls, so it's
new studying with guys,"

Leading the Racers
against Morehead were
seniors Kimberly Bunnage and Casandra Ersel.

Bunnage, outside hitter,
bad her fourth doubledouble of the season with
13 kills and 15 digs.
Ersel, setter for the
Racers, had 35 assists
against Morehead State.
David Schwepker, head
volleyball coach for Murray State, said the game
against Morehead State
brought the team morale
down for Saturday's
match.
"The team lost confidence
after
playing
Morehead," said Schwepker, "We went into the
weekend knowing it
would be rough."
Murray State moved on
to face Eastern Kentucky
University
Saturday,
where the team and came
out with three consecutive losses after the
defeat on Friday.
The Colonels were too
much for the Racers with
games ended with scores
of 30·18, 30-5 and 30-26.
Sophomore libero Julie

Lashley had ll digs and
two aces. She said the
loss from Friday's match
showed the team what it
needs to work on.
Erscl had 27 assists
against EKU for a total 62
assists on the weekend.
Schepker said the team
had not trained for Eastern, because they played
Morehead the day before,
which hurt the team.
"We have recently
changed our offense completely and many players
are stepping up to play
more," Schwepker said.
Although Murray State
did not take the match
against EKU, Lashley said
the team worked well
together.
"We aU have individual
skills to work on and as a
team we just need to get
organized," Lashley said.
"It's like a puzzle and we
are looking for the last
piece.''
Lashley knows that
missing void had been

!ttv - .. a.
Michael Mclaurine/The News

Sophomore Ubero Jalle Lashley digs a ball in a
match against Morehead State. Lashley recontecl
11 digs and two aces In Friday's loss to the Eagles.
filled by the three Chinese players who have
not been cleared to play
b~ the OVC or NCAA.
"We practiced all preseason with them and it
hurts to see them go
through this because

we're like a family," Lashley said. "It's been an
emotional roller coaster."
The Racers will play
Samford at 7 tonight in
Birmingham. The next
home game is 7 p.m.
Tuesday at Racer Arena.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: ESPN2 @ 7 p.m.
College Football
Utah at New Mexico

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Colts at Jaguars

Saturday: ESPN @ 6:45 p.m.
College Football
Auburn at Tennessee

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Rams at 49ers

.
t

Friday: Soccer @ 4 p.m.
Cutchin Field
Samford at Murray St.
Saturday: Volleyball @ 1 p.m.
Pete Mathews Coliseum
Murra.y St. at Jacksonville St.

Saturday: Football @ 2 p.m.
Paul Snow Stadium
Murray St. at Jacksonville St.
Sunday: Soccer @ 1 p.m.
Cutchin Field
Jacksonville St. at Murray St.

.
:
•
•
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OVC season underway with win at Morehead State
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The Murray State women's
soccer team completed a successful week by defeating Morehead State 2-1 Sunday on the
road in their Ohio Valley Conference opener.
The women endured two overtime matches earlier in the week,
losing one to Evansville and winning the other against Drake.
Theresa Reedy, senior, made
sure this game would not need
an overtime period. She scored
her ninth and lOth goals of the
season in the second half, which
provided just enough offense to
defeat the Eagles.
Head Coach Mike Minielli said
without Reedy on the team, he
does not know where his team
would be in terms of its record.
"(Reedy's) been real important
to our soccer team," Minielli
said. "One concern going into
the season was goal scoring with
the loss of last year's seniors.
She's been a leader on and off the
field and her play has taken a lot
of pressure off the younger kids
up front."
Despite being outshot 21-6, the
Racers defense did not allow a
goal until late in the second half.
after Morehead pulled its goalkeeper to add an extra field player. Sophomore goalkeeper Annie
Fortier totaled eight saves in the
Ohio Valley Conference victory.
With an opening OVC win,
Minielli knew it was essential for
the Racers to beat a dangerous
Morehead State team.
"Morehead has artificial turf
and they play a different style
than us," Minielli said. "They
may not be the most talented
team we'll play, but definitely
one of the most difficult."

Michael Mcl.aurine/ The News

Jamie Roche, senior midflelder from St. Charles, Mo., heads
the ball in the game against Drake. The Racers started the
OVC season with a 2-1 victory against Morehead State.
The Sunday victory provides
the women with confidence for
their second OVC match against
defending regular season champion Samford.

Samford opened its OVC campaign with a victory against Jacksonville State 1-0.
Murray State and Samford are
leading the charge as conference

play is underway. The two teams
are joined by Southeast Missouri
State and Eastern Illinois as the
only undefeated teams.
Both SEMO and EIU tied Tennessee Tech in previous games,
so those two teams have the confe rence lead, as one point is
awarded for ties.
Reedy's two goals against
Morehead pushed her season
total to 10, giving her the second
highest goal total for a single season in Murray State history.
With eight games remaining in
the regular season, Reedy is on
pace to beat the record of 13
goals, set by Jackie Thomas.
However, Reedy is focused on
winning rather than individual
records.
"(The record) is not a big deal
to tell you the truth," Reedy said.
"I just want to go out there and
win conference. If I had just
three goals and we won conference I would be ecstatic."
Tuesday, Reedy added to her
accolades by earning a second
consecutive OVC Offensive
Player of the Week honor. The
Racers scored three goals this
week, and Reedy was responsible for all t hree.
She continues to add to the alltime Murray State career goal
record, as she has tallied 31 during her Racer soccer career.
With the victory against Morehead State, Reedy believes it
could be a huge confidence
boost.
"That win helps everyone with
confidence, especially the freshman," Reedy said. "This gave the
freshman a taste of what OVC
play is like."
The Racers take on the Samford Bulldogs at 4 p.m. today at
Cutchin Field. The team will stay
home for a 1 p.m. match up Sunday with Jacksonville State.

Locked and loaded
•

Rifle team dominates top spots in season-opening dual match
I

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thentws.org

After an opening 1-2 victory in
a dual match with TennesseeMartin Sunday, the Racers left
the Skyhawks wondering when
the Ohio Valley Conference was
going to get rid of the Hicks'.
Just when they thought Morgan Hicks was finished with her
career, her younger b rot her,
freshman
Cameron
Hicks,
joined Murray State to try to live
up to the Hicks tradition.
Murray State entered two
teams into the dual competition
with Tennessee-Martin, and
both teams beat a Skyhawk
mixed team and an all-women's
team.
Overall, Head Coach Ann
Proctor was pleased with the
first meet of the season and is
looking forward to coaching this
team.
"I thought we did very well
this weekend, and I'm excited

about the season," Proctor said.
"We have a real strong team this
year with a lot of good shooters.
The top four shooters aren't
going to be the same every
meet."
The Murray State Gold team
shot a 3845 out of a possible
4000 while the Blue team fired a
3773. Tennessee-Martin's mixed
team finished with a 3728 and
the all-women's team shot a
3700.
Senior Robert Purdy led the
way for the Gold team and was
the leading Murray State shooter as he fired a 579 out of a possible 600 in smallbore and a 389
out of 400 in the air rifle for an
aggregate score of 968.
Purdy said his team is focused
on winning the OVC championship as well as placing well at
the Walsh Invitational and the
NCAA Championships. He looks
forward to facing the top teams.
"Of course winning OVC's is a
biggie for us," Purdy said. ··one
of the pre-runners to that match

is the Walsh Invitational. All the smallbore and a 368 in air rifle
teams we'll face at NCAA's will for a 929.
be there. We're going to give
The Racers took back the OVC
first a shot at NCAA's, but if we title in 2004 after the Tennessee
get top three I'll be happy with Tech Golden Eagles had won the
the young team we have."
previous three championships.
Other Gold team shooters
Tennessee Tech wound up in
were junior Alex Culbertson third place at the OVC Champiwho fired a 574 in smallbore and onships, while conference newa 386 in air rifl e for a score of comer Jacksonville State took
960, while sophomore Justin the runner-up slot. Gamecocks
Sparks shot a 573 in smallbore Head Coach Gerald DeBoy was
and a 386 in air rifle for a 959. named the OVC Coach of the
Sophomore
Josiah
Brooks Year for his team's performance.
rounded out the Gold team scorRifle has become a tradition at
ing with a 575 in smallbore and a Murray State as the rifle team
has claimed three NCAA t~am
383 in air rifle for a 958.
On Murray State's Blue team, championships.
Hicks shot a 583 in the smallbore
The Racers have also hosted
and a 382 in the air rifle for a the most NCAA Championships
combined 965.
in history at the Pat Spurgin
For the Blue team's other Rifle Range below Roy Stewart
shooters, sophomore Brandy Stadium.
Murray State will take on the
Boucherie shot a 573 in smallbore and a 376 in air rifle for a Jacksonville State Gamecocks at
949. Freshman Dan Belluzzo 8 a.m. Saturday in Jacksonville,
fired a 559 in smallbore and a 371 Ala., in a match-up between last
in air rifle for a 930 as senior year's top two rifle teams in the
Mike Gardner tallied a 561 in ovc.

Hunter's struggle
leads to direct hit ·
at day's end
I'm pretty sure I set a record for the
world's fastest bowhunt this past
weekend.
I grew up about an hour and fifteen
minutes from Murray State, so going
home on the weekends to hunt my
favorite places is a fairly easy chore.
So, witl'l intentions to hunt that afternoon, I was on my way home early
last Saturday morning. It seemed 1
had everything- my tree stand, camo,
homework. etc. It was only when I
was 10 minutes from my doorstep
that I realized I'd forgotten something. My bow and arrows were still
in Murray.
I can't really
write out everything I said when I
realized the scope
of my little dilemma, but I wasn't
happy. Luckily for
me though, I made
a telephone call,
and my understanding fiancee
(who was already
pleased with my
Will
leaving to go deer
Brantley
hunting on a Sat- Outdoor columnist
urday
evening)
me t my dad and me at Kuttawa with
my bow. After giving her a hug, some
gas money and buying breakfast, Dad
and I were on our way to the field.
I had a spot in mind for h unting that
evening, but it required the use of my
portable climbing stand. I searched
and searched for a suitable tree for
climbing (which means one that is
straight with no limbs) I finally found
a small black oak and scaled the side
of it. When I reached my desired
height, I was busy fastening my safety
belt and hanging my hunting pack and
arrows on a limb above my head. My
bow was on the ground tethered to a
rope on my stand. Before I could grab
the rope, I spied two does slipping
through the woods toward my stand.
~Ktambii4J .. M-IDY ~ .P.ull4'd
into the tree, but the stabilizer on the
end of it hung on a brush pile. The
deer were a mere 30 yards away and
closing fast. l was finally able to free
my bow and get it into the tree without being spotted. I untied the tether
rope, grabbed an arrow and drew my
bow just as the deer walked below my
stand. I took careful aim (as careful as
I could, since by this time, I was pretty well out of breath) and released.
Usually a deer hit with an arrow will
run some distance before expiring.
The doe I picked out fell dead in her
tracks.
With this business of shooting a
deer out of the way, 1 was finally able
to just sit down and relax for a while.
I watched several more does and
small bucks as they filed by my stand
that evening, but nothing big enough
to justify the use of my buck tag.
What had gotten off to a rough start
turned out to be a good day in the
woods.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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EYES&
Monday - 1/2 Price Martinis
Tuesday - Ladies' Night $1 .50 Margaritas
Wednesday - Vegas Contest
Thursday - SO¢ Oysters on the Half Shell
Friday & Saturday - Prime Rib

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Best Sellinl! Authors • StudY Material • Bibles
Precious Gifts · T·shlrts • Chlldren·s Books· Church SuP·
Plies Leather Bibles • Fiction · Gifts
+ Much More To Choose From •>

All our products are

0

30 .. 85% off
'
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Mo nday - Saturday: 4 p.m. -Midnight
Sunday: I I a.m . • 3 p.m .

Phone: 753-7720
Location: 190 I N. 12th St.
(NEXT TO SKATING RJNK)
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Jacksonville State seeks revenge against Racers
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe@then('ws.org

Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
said last week's 34-15 conference
win over Tennessee Tech was
the most important game the
Racer football team bas played
since he began coaching at Murray State.
..This is such a relief because
we knew what kind of team Tech
has," Pannunzio said. "I'm actually going to try and enjoy this one
for about six hours."
Pannunzio knows he will not
be able to celebrate long because
Saturday the Racers travel to the
defending Ohio Valley Conference champions, the Jacksonville
State Gamecocks.
Last year, the Gamecocks suffered only one conference loss,
but what makes the loss significant is that it came from the Racers. The players who return to
this year's Gamecocks squad will
remember the 17-23 overtime
loss in 2003.
The differences this year only
intensify the anxiety.
In 2003, the game was played
at Roy Stewart Stadium in Murray after the Racers suffered

vs.
Who
M~mySt.

vs.

Jacksonville St.

Where

Paul Snow Stadium
Jacksonville, Ala.

When

2 p.m. Saturday

Radio

Froggy 103.7 FM

back-to-hack conference losses.
This year, the undefeated
Gamecocks are charging off of a
30-23 win over the previously
No. I OVC-ranked Eastern Kentucky Colonels (0-3). The comefrom-behind win earned running
back Oscar Ronds and defensive
back Lamarcus Rowell the OVC
Offensive and Defensive Players
of the Week, respectively.
Both the Racers and the Gamecocks have proven to have
exceptional defenses this season,
consistently fighting and adapting to opposing offenses.
"Our defense is getting really
good," junior linebacker Lucas
Holts said. "We haven't had
many turnovers, but we've been
practicing stripping the ball."
Holts definitely has his hand in
the turnovers caused by the Racers. After an 87-yard interception
return in the fourth quarter
against TTU, Holts proved his
confidence coming into the first
start of his career.
The Gamecocks' and Racers'
rushers arc having difficulty
tucking the hall as each has lost
five fumbles thb season. However, the biggest improvement has
been evident in the Racer offense
as it played without a single fumble against 1w
ru. At the same
time, the Gamecocks lost all
three of its fumbles against EKU.
The Racer offense, which
struggled in the second half last
week, still proved its potential
with a powerful offensive opening half against Tennessee Tech.
Senior running back Ron Lane
had two touchdowns and 107
yards rushing in the first half
alone. After the Racers ftrst punt
of the game in the second quarter, a Golden Eagles penalty gave
the Racers the ball back. Lane
made them pay dearly with a 32yard touchdown run.

Women's tennis ·
shows depth
in Tennessee
Jenni Gregory
Contributing Writer

Michael Mdaurlne/The News

Junior wide receiver Erin Milton stretches in an attempt to
make a catch against Tennessee Tech. The Racers take on
defending OVC champion Jacksonville State at ~p.m. Saturday.
"It's been a long time since I
carried the ball 31 times," Lane
said. "Yes, I was pretty tired. We
got our people into open spaces
early and made the plays that we
needed to make. It's great to get
started with a win in the OVC
before going to Jacksonvillc
State."
Lane finished the game with 155
yards on 31 carries, giving him an
average of 103 yards per game.

With two masterful defenses
coming against one another, the
offensive line will be expected to
give junior quarterback Adam
Fisher enough time in the pocket
to spread the field with his
throwing accuracy.
The grudge match between
Jacksonville State and Murray
State will kickoff at 2 p.m. Saturday in Jacksonville, Ala., at Paul
Snow Stadium.

The Murray State women's tennis
team competed Saturday and Sunday
in the University of Tennessee at •
Chattanooga Baras Fall Classic.
The women won 24 out of their 33
matches during the weekend.
The flight A singles matches highlighted senior Jennifer Ward advancing to the semifinals, where senior
teammate Jaclyn Leeper won the
match, 6-3, 6-2.
Sophomore Anna Lask defeated the
No. 1 seed Carolina de AJtubc of
Shorter, 7-5, 6-1 in the quarterfinals
and Julia von Samson ofUA-Birmingham. 6-2, 6-1 in the semifinals, to
advance to an all Murray State final.
Leeper and Lask chose not to play
the fmal match, because Head Coach ,
Connie Keasling feels it is detrimental ,
to team morale to have teammates
play against each other.
Sophomore Casady Pruitt and her
teammates are glad the season has
started and want to get the Ohio Valley Conference championship back.
"Everyone's excited about the fall ,
season and ready for spring/' Pruitt .
said. "We are ready to work hard to ;
continue our good start of the season .
and get the OVC title back at Murray •
State."
Losing two-time OVC Player of the
Year Melissa Spencer should have ·
Keasling worried, but it doesn't seem .
to phase the veteran coach.
"Graduating Melissa has made the
girls step up their level of play," .
Keasling said. "All the girls arc great ,
players, and this weekend they really ,
came through."
The Racers continue its season Oct.
8-10 at the Hoosier Classic.

CLASSIFIEDS
DriVer. $900-$1,100 Weekly. Lo.1de(l &

vcnienr Tan at home. P.wrncnts fro111
$29/month. free tolar l-<1talog. Call
Today
1·1100·642-130'>
w~p.etSiiln.mm

Stop Paving Rt•nll 3 programs ior 0%
down. Paymt'lltlt as low il~ rt..>fll. Cali
866-626-5363 Ill 502·223-2533

HELP WANTED
Nt'Cd Extra Cdshl Wutk one d,1y pt•r
month, collect $1000 dollars plus!!
Own your own wndin11 bu~iness. Small
tnvt.>stment requltl'<l, call toli-iree I·
866-341·8%3.

Established firm seeks 10 hOme sales
reps to pn:sent estate planning p.:~ckage
to prospective clients. We offer daytime
activity, qu.11tfied leads, complete tr..tinlng and support. f>.p'd one-cilll flo.
sures can earn S1,ROO·S2,700+ w~k
lyl No licensed wqllired. C.lil Rich at
1100-860-827<; ext. 410.
Police Officers Train in law enfortcrnent. t-IS Grads 17·34. Great pay, ben·

eflts. Must relocate. Call M-F 800-284·
6289

Secret Shopper~ nccdt'd tor_ store evalu·
ation~. Get p.1icl to ~hvp local stores.
rcst..turant~ & thc.11ers. Training providt•cl, flexible hours, t'mail & fee required.
1-800·585·9024 cxt.62 .11
Company Drivers- Van & Flathal NO
NONSEi"SE BONUS GUARANTEED!
Starting pay up to 36 ¢Jll11. SSOO oricn·
lation pd)', consistent ire1ght all year!
full be~fits & morel CIJss-A COL. I
yr. vcritiablll e,..p. 1·R77-560·88:l.l Ext.
779 or e-mail us at driveOrobe~n
trans.com

Company & 0\vnf'l
every

Operator~.

weekend!

Homtl

2500-3000

milesAveek. No touch freight. Drop·N·
Hook. Sign-On Bonus. Brt.. li':C. 18()().342-2677, www.BI'LINC.com

fmpty Miles Paid, short h.1uls, ill'xiblc
home t!fll{', quartrriy bonUS(~ comprehensive benefit p.3cktge. Ded•wtcd tQ
excellcncl.'. DevOII.'d to driwr~. R('(,!UirCS
tla•s·A CDL, £Of. Call Smith fran~port
,1t 1 ·138/:l-GO-~MITII or v1sir ow wl'h~th!
.11 www.smnh.tr,1nsport.rom
Drivt·r- \.oven;ml Tr.msport rCitms and
Solos check out our new p;ty plan. Mk
about our r<"gional run~. OWnt'r <lp('1il·
tors, experienced drivers, solos, teams
and gradu.tle students. Call 1-888-

MORf:·PAY (1-888-667 J729l.

Driwr· [xp'd f/B Dnvers earn 36·
J9¢imi; J7--11 ct w/honu~ plu~ larpl
Cl.tss A R(~1'd. PrePass, I Lf'.N. Stu·
d<:nrs welcome. EOL Up to $2000
sign·on bonus. Ci!ll Rtx•hl, "1 he take
home more, be home more earner. •
800-626-491 'i W\\W.goro<.'ltl.com
DriVCJ· Now earn more! lm rease in
Pay P;u k<~se. Contractors & Comp;tny
nt•t><lNI. Flatbed- Rdngctat<'<l- Tanker.
Ovt•r·lhe·RoJd. Som•• rc•gtonal. Comml'rlioll Driver's liu..n~e I raining. 1800·771-h.llll www.pr irncmc.com
Driver- Sign on I.Jonus plus st.1rting up
to 3'1 CPM. Home weekly. Drive hOme
assigned truck. Full beO('{jts, 6 months
experience required. 800-441-4271
ext•.£TJ35

Drivers: 100% Owner Op<·r.nor/100%
No Touch/ Dt>dicdh:d ro~1nd trip~: llopkinsvlih•, KY to rt,11 Rork, Ml & Htm·
dt>rson.' KY to Flint, Mil Make above
industry ~1andard per n11le 1'1 US 100%
fuel ~urchargel 19% or nt•wer lrudJ
lDL Oa~s-N 18 Mos. Experience.
R&W Interstate/ Taylor, Ml R00-325·
7884 I:Xt.4
Driwr.; 100% Ownt>r Op<•rator C~l"
MJiooel $1,70 gr11ss 1100~.{, fuel surc;h,ugt•l R.Jtl•s havP incre.l'f'<l owr l,l¢
.1 mill• this year!! No i<>rced dispatch/
I lome most wrekcndsl trailers aV"Jil;tble. Call Now! 800--490-524!1

Drivers: Cfl· Regional runs av,ulablc
for cornp;1ny divers & O\\ ner opcr ators

in the Midwest & ~orrheast. Also htring
OTR. Company- 0/0s· Solos- Teams
1·800·Cfl DRIVE www didnve.com

TRAVEL
••:1 Spring Break Website! Lowest

Drrvers· Must be owner operators. No
(refght. Up TO $0.81!/$1 00 rntl<'.
No fon"l'd tlisp.1tch. I lome wed.('ll<b,
oldc·r true k_, Wf'knml'<l. T& r Dt'till'.tl~d

prin-s guaranteed. frl'l' meals and free
drinks. Boo!< 11 pt.'Ople, get 12th trip

GlrriNs, lnc.,lt>uisville, KY f.flQO.SII·
008.l

1100-838·8202.

I<Mh

Dnvcrs, over

thl' road, 35 states. rl,u

wtsides, late model conV£'nttonals. I
years cxpcncnce $2.000 sign on
bonus. S1c1r1 .14¢·.J8c mile tbenl'fir~.
C1ll (ROOt.:$44·6648
Driwn.: 'it.1rt .11 35 CI'M, 37 CPM 111 •1
mc1~1h~: Mnnthly l>onus ·•~~i~nPd

eqwp. Owncr·Op~ .wg t.ver $1 per
mill'. SO Down lt'ase·purchase Home
4 d1ys cvl'r)' 2 week>. Class A & 3 Mos.
Exp. Rtoq. t..an-452-5627

'i£'00 loot CRS TNo expcm.•nce? No PrCJb.

!em! 1'/o cu~ltt check. No monthly payments. lmnM~ll.ltc- lx>ndit pac~d No,,
hiring in )'Ullr ilff',l1 '1-877-4-13-lllll'J
f'ew cafl•l'r 1n 1ru1 kingl No (!\ji<'Til'll< tJ
Of'tl'\>aty. rret.• lrdtlltng II qu.Jiifled. I'•'Y
only et placement fee. Homt• nightly
&for weekends. Call vrAPS II 81UI·2'lR·
8277, 502·298-610&

Run ciOM• to horne' $.41/rntlc! Ex.ccllcnt 1111lcs! ttomc weekly! New equip
rnent~ Blue (.rns~ Blue ShiPidl Dcntdl!
401 Kl f7. l'.1w'roil Cards! lle.u11aml
hpr•·s~

Group

free!

6+
or

Panama Ciry !!each. 1he beaches olf(!
beautiful. .so come on down! Sand-

paper-Beacon Beach Resort IS <?PEN
FOR BUSIN(<;S! 1 No hurrican£> dam·
age. Best Rates from $39 11-2p. arrive
Sun'Mon -FREE f'ight. Call for detarb1
restrictions! Pools, laq river ride,
w;~tt:'rslldc, paru~a1ling. hot tub, $Uites,
lil..lbi11, 1l00--481l·81.121l WWW.s<JndpipN•

U!Sh for structured settlement/ Annuity
f>Jyrnents . It's your money! Get cash
now when you n('ed It mostl Oldest/
B('SI in the busine:.s. Settlr·rnent Purch.Jsers. 1-877·MONEY-ME
Reach OVl'f ooe million readers with
one call! Contact lhe classified department of this newspaper or call KPS at 1502-223·8821 for more information
ilbout placing a lS·wnrd classified in
74 0\.'W~f?.a_pers ~or only $22'i. _

A hl!autiful, complete Smokr Mountain
wedding. Ori9inal log wt.>dding
chapel. Everything provided: photos,
video, Om'olcrS, formal wear, cabins.
Smol·.:ies bet value. 1-8()().262-1683
w w '' , s rn o k )' m o u n t a i n w e d •
dingch.lpels.corn

(nl 11'111 in
1-r,mklotl. lusr oil US 127 ne.n l-f•4.
'\pproxlm<~tt:'ly 700 square feet on Sl'C·
ond floor, pnvate bath. closets.
per month, includes watcr/SC\Vl'f, <'Icc·
tric, gas. Call 'i02-2H·8811

sr.oo

Place your
message tn
The Murray
State News
classifieds for

WA:-JTED TO RUY NOW I teavily
\voo<k.>d tract oi land suitable (cx hunt·
tng this fall. Price must be re.1~nable.
Any locat~ OK_£270)92!:1·6095

HEALTH
Family Hcdllh C<~rt' w/prcscrlptlon
plan! .$69.cl'i/mo: Best network. excel·
lt'llt coverage no ltmttations! Includes
dental, VIsion, prN.•xis!lng cond. OK!
(all WCS 800-280·9214 ext23J.l
•start-up tees ri.'CJUtred

MISC.
free 4 room I)IRI"ffi' System Includes

tnstallauon. 4 mo. FR£[ Programming
Sunday TickN subscription.
Over 205 channels~ limrtl-d time offer
S& H, restrtr.1ions apply 1-800·208w/~fl

WE COULD USE
YOUR TALENT/

I rl'c DIRfCTV Salt·lllle w~tem, and J

iree months oi liB< l, indudes.deliwry
<1nd in$!ai!Jrion, no h1dden charges,
call roday for details 1-800-352-99'12
DTV53tell1te com

PER WORD!

Now Accepting
Applications for

news writers
college lffe
writers

4617.

Proft~\Si(ln,• l t>ffiu~ ~dee

<l ASSIFIEDS RATES

WANTED

heactJn.com

I.IJOO-'Ioll-4953 www luwi.

FOR RENT

for

www.SpringBre.:~kOiscounts.com

landexpr~oss.• 0111

Star Tr.m~pon nroch rnexpcrienrro drivers. Home most weekend>, Pcterlx•lr
truds, sh.ued tuition. Food and lodgmg
prov1dt'd 1-800-4'>54682

di~counts

SSCASiiS$ Cash now for structured
settlements, annult•es, and Insurance
payout~. (800)794-731 0 J.G. Went·
worth... JG Wentworth means c.1sh
now for structured settlements.

If interested stop by
111 Wilson Hall or
call 762·4468.

TI·-IB Ml.urray
State

NEWS
111 Wilson Hall

Classifieds must be
paid before they run.

Advertising works! Call 762-4478

Murray First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ
Welcomes MSU Students to
Experience & Share Christ Through
Love & Service.
Worship Activities
• Sunday School - 9 a.n1.
• Sunday Morning Worship Service - 10:15 a.m .
• Wednesday Night Fellowship Meals - 5:45 p.m.
(first and third Wednesday of each month)
Located across from Murray City Hall.

111 North 5th Street
270-753-3824
www.fcc
com

:!(BURT'S BEES
Hello KittyQ
Come a tbe ~selection
of Hello Kitty in the state!

0

Beanie Babies t Moret

0RC1,E @CANDLES

404 Main St. Court Square
402 Main St. Court Square
753-7222
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Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

(25-21)
Last \Veek:
(8-6)

(28-18)
Last Week:

(20-26)
Last Week:
(9-5)

(26-20)
Last Week:

(11-3)

(9-5)

New England Cf!l Bufh1lo

Philadelphia @ Chicago

vVashington (o, Cleveland
NY. Ciants (co Green Bay
Oakkmd (o1 Houston

Indianapolis ~1) Jacksonvi lle

u

..

Cincinnati (c._u PitlsbLu·gh
New Orleans (a Arizon ~1

Atl<mta \Li) Carolina

NX. Jets

~t • ~1bmi

·n~nncssec (ttJ San

Diego

I

Denver c.t' )'!11mpa Bay
St. Louis (cP San Francisco
Kansas City (t y Bait irnorc

•
·~

•

